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FOREWORD

This guidebook was prepared as a part of the Software Acquisition Engineering
Guidebooks contract, F33657-76-C-0723. It describes the cost considerations
associated with the Air Force/Contractor software procurement, including cost
estimating, cost distribution, and cost reporting, as applied to Training
Simulators and Automatic Test Equipment. Acquisition engineering tasks are
defined and described for computer program cost monitoring and control.

This guidebook is one of a series intended to assist the Air Force Program
Office and engineering personnel in software acquisition engineering for
automatic test equipment and training simulators. Titles of other guidebooks in
the series are listed in the introduction. These guidebooks will be revised
periodically to reflect changes in software aquisition policies and feedback
from users.

This guidebook reflects an interpretation of DOD directives, regulations and
specifications which were current at the time of guidebook authorship. Since
subsequent changes to the command media may invalidate such interpretations, the
reader should also consult applicable government documents representing
authorized software acquisition engineering processes. This guidebook contains
alternative recommendations concerning methods for cost-effective software
acquisition. The intent is that the reader determine the degree of applicability
of any alternative based on specific requirements of the software acquisition
with which he is concerned. Hence, the guidebook should only be implemented as
advisory rather than as mandatory or directive in nature.

This guidebook was prepared by the Boeing Aerospace Company.
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Section 1.0 INTRODUCTION

Although Training Simulator (TS) and Requlations, Specifications and
Automatic Test Equipment (ATE) ground Stdndards
systems are often thought of in terms of
hardware capital expenditure items, one Measuring and Reporting Software
of the major single cost areas for most Status
modern large scale TS and ATE systems is
in software development. The ease of Computer Program Documentation
visualizing physical hardware configu- Requirements
ration items and tie corresponding
relative difficulty in visualizing the Software Quality Assurance
software development processes, tends to
obscure software procurement as a pri- Verification
mary cost factor. This guidebook is con-
cerned with the financial considerations Validation and Certification
pertinent to TS and ATE software.

Computer Program Maintenance

, 1.1 PURPOSE
* Configuration Management

The primary purpose of this guidebook is
to assist Air Force engineering Reviews and Audits
personnel responsible for TS and ATE

" acquisition, to assure the cost Management Reporting by the Software
considerations for software are success- Director
fully developed and monitored. This
guidebook provides guidelines to For the purposes of this guidebook, soft-
familiarize Air Force personnel with the ware Cost Measuring and Reporting in-
basic software cost aspects of ATE and cludes all software cost considerations
TS. The guidebook also provides from initial cost estimates developed in
convenient references to appropriate the software life cycle analysis through
Department of Defense (DOD), Air Force, cost reports following software task ac-
and MIL-STD documents which bear on TS complishment. Included are life cycle

I and ATE software cost functions. analysis; cost trades, costs per stage
of software development; cost of soft-

1.2 SCOPE ware maintenance and changes; and apnro-
priate cost reports. Methods and

This is one of a series of guidebooks re- processes involved in software costing
lated to the Software Acquisition Engi- are described without reference to a
neering (SAE) process for TS and ATE specific internal contractor's methods.
ground based systems. The SAE guidebook
titles are listed below: Substantial commonality exists between

TS and ATE software cost considerations,
Software Cost Measuring and Reporting but development of TS or ATE unique

items are specifically addressed in each
Requirements Specifications document section. Although the guidebook

is written primarily for technical per-
I Contracting for Software Acquisition sonnel responsible for the engineering
* acquisition of ATE and TS systems, finan-
* Statement of Work (SOW) and Requests cial officers and managers can also make

for Proposal (RFP) valuable use of this guidebook.

,4.
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1.3 TS AND ATE OVERVIEW engineering process be subjected to
formal system engineering planning and

1.3.1 TS System Characteristics discipline to ensure cost-effective
procurement.

The TS system is a combination of spe-
cialized hardware, computing equipment, 1.3.2 ATE System Characteristics
and software designed to provide a syn-
thetic flight and/or tactics environment ATE is defined as that ground support
in which aircrews learn, develop and im- system which performs vigorous system
prove the skills associated with individ- test with minimum manual intervention.
ual and coordinated tasks in specific ATE is used in place of manual devices
mission situations. Visual, aural, and/ because it is more cost effective,
or motion systems may be included. Fig- provides required repeatability, or
ure 1.3-1 depicts a typical training repair of the item being tested requires
simulator which employs digital the speed which only an automatic tester
processing capability, can achieve (e.g., the complex

initialization routine that is normally
The computer system integral to the crew required prior to testing a digital
training simulator, can consist of one unit).
or more general purpose computers. The
computing hardware operates with float- Figure 1.3-2 shows the typical compo-
ing point arithmetic and sufficient bit nents of an ATE system. Note that there
capacity to provide efficient use of a are both hardware and software elements
simulator Higher Order Language (HOL). involved. Most of the elements shown in

the figure will be found in the majority
When a multi-processor/ ulti-computer of ATE systems although the packaging
system is used, it must be designed such and interface design may vary between
that computers can operate simulta- specific systems.
neously and are controlled/ synchronized
by a single program (supervisor/ execu- The controls and displays section con-
tive). The executive directs program sists of the computer peripheral devices
execution and regulates priorities, such as control panels, magnetic tape

cassettes or disks, a cathode ray tube
The simulator (1) accepts control inputs (CRT), keyboard, and small printer. The
from the trainee (via crew station con- computer (normally a minicomputer), as
trols) or from the instructor operator controlled by software, operates 'he pe-station; (2) performs a real-time solu- ripheral devices; switches test btimuli

tion of the simulator mathematical on and off; and measures responses of
model; and (3) provides output responses the Unit Under Test (UUT) (comparing to
necessary to accurately represent the predetermined values). The operator main-
static and dynamic behavior of the real tains supervisory control of the testing
world system (within specified tolerance process through the peripherals. How-
and performance criteria), ever, his interaction is usually minimal

since, by difinition, the automatic test
Since TS consists of interdependent feature was selected in preference to an
hardware and software, a joint operator-controlled test system.
hardware/software development effort is
required. As the complexity of training ATE is normally designed to accommodate
simulators increases, simulation soft- testing several different articles of
ware continues to grow in complexity, system equipment (normally one at a
size, and cost. Software costs can and time). The maintenance level being sup-
do exceed computer hardware costs in ported by the ATE is determined by logis-
many cases. Therefore, it is imperative tics systems analysis.
that the simulation software acquisition

2
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The importance of the software portion Section 4.0 addresses the cost associ-
of the ATE system should not be mini- ated with the various stages of software
mized since both the application of the development starting with the require-
test stimuli and the measurement of the ment specification and continuing
result are achieved via software. through the verification and validation
Arbitrary function generation and com- testing. Section 5.0 considers the spe-
plicated wave analysis can also be accom- cific area of maintenance costs and
plished by software and is becoming more change estimating. These subjects while
prevalent in ATE systems. The cost of not always appreciated during initial de-
ATE software is a significant component velopment, often have cost impacts that
of total ATE costs and design trades can are a substantial portion of total soft-
be performed to minimize ATE life cycle ware costs. Section 6.0 describes cost
costs. reports and cost requirements that are

associated with software development.
1.4 GUIDEBOOK ORGANIZATION

Section 7.0 is a bibliography of docu-
Section 1.0 of this guidebook contains ments that are generally applicable to
introductory material about the guide- the subject of software costs. This sec-

, book, including guidebook purpose and tion is an expansion of Section 2.0, ref-
* scope, and the guidebook's relationship erenced documentation and the list

to the other SAE guidebooks. It provides includes documents not specifically
a brief description of typical ATE and noted in the text. Section 8.0 provides
TS systems and describes the organiza- a matrix tabulation for the cross refer-
tion and use of the guidebook. ence relationship between guidebook

topics and corresponding government
Section 2.0 is a list of key government documents. Section 9.0 and 10.0 contain
documents that were referenced in the respectively a glossary of selected
preparation of this guidebook. Sections terms used in the guidebook, and the ex-
3 through 6 contain ground systems soft- pansion of all abbreviations and acro-
ware cost guidelines. Section 3.0 pro- nyms used in the guidebook. Section 11.0
vides an overall software cost is a detailed subject index indicating
perspective including factors and trades which guidebook paragraphs address the
that should be considered while still in listed subjects.
the pre-development phase. This section

- is an introduction to software costing
and it contains discussion of those
areas which are unique to TS and to ATE.

5



Section 2.0 APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS

The following documents and articles DOD Directive 7000.1 Resource
bear directly on the topic of cost con- Management Systems of DOD,
siderations for ATE and TS software: 22 August 1966

AFAL report F33615-77-C-1252, DOD Directive 5000.1 Acquisition of
developed under PE62204F, Project Major Defense Systems,2003, task 09, Work Unit 02, 18 January 1977 (revised)

June-August 1976
DOD Directive 5000.2 Major System

TRW-SS-72-01, The Cost of Developing Acquisition Process,
Large Scale Software, 18 January 1977 (revised)
R. W. Wolverton, March 1971 (IEEE
Computer Society R-77-189) DOD Instruction 7000.2 Performance

Measurement for Selected
AFAL/AAA-3, Modified Wolverton Model Acquisitions, 10 June 1977

(revised)
* AFSC Electronic System Division

Software Workshop Summary Notes, MIL-STD-881A, Work Breakdown
October 1974 Structures for DefenseMaterial Itm,25 April 1975

A Provisional Model for Estimating

Computer Program Development Costs, Armed Forces Procurement Regulation
Brad C. Frederic (Tecolote (ASPR)
Research, Inc.) December 1974

AFSCP/AFLCP173-5
1975 Aerospace Corporation report on

cost estimating AFR173-10

Estimation of Computer Requirements DOD Instructions 7041.3,
and Software Development Costs, 26 February 1969
M. S. Taback and M. C. Ditmore

1 (General Research Corporation) Avionics Intermediate Support for
March 1974 Advanced Medium STOL Transport,

Technical Memorandum ENEG-TM-77-1,
Preliminary Study on Estimating the May 1977

Development Cost of Software,
R. H. Darrow, Boeing Co., Document "Handbook of Logic-Circuit Testing",
D180-20144-1 Omnicomp, Inc. 1974

A Review of Software Cost Estimation MIL-STD-1513 (USAF), Trade Studies
Methods, Judith A. Clapp (The MITRE for the Selection of Avionic Test
Corp.) Support Systems, Criteria for

15 January 1971
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Section 3.0 SOFTWARE COST PERSPECTIVE

This section describes the analysis of are normally provided with the ATE hard-
total life cycle costs, cost estimating ware procurement, whereas UUT test soft-
methods and factors affecting cost, soft- ware is procured by separate contract.
ware cost reporting and unique considera- TS software costs are directly affected
tions for ATE and TS. by the number of costly Engineering or

Contract Change Proposals (ECPs or CCPs)
There is a distinction between price and which are implemented during TS develop-
cost. The only way of looking at these ment. This number is inversely propor-
terms is that the price the government tioned to the quality of requirements
or customer pays the contractor equals specification and system planning which
the cost incurred plus the profit fee was incorporated early in the TS procure-
for doing the work. Cost does not ment cycle. It is also affected by the
include fee. change rate of the system being

simulated.
Software life cycle costs consists of

* those costs associated with software de- 3.1 SOFTWARE LIFE CYCLE ANALYSIS
* velopment and those associated with long

term operation and support after deliv- Life cycle costs are total costs asso-
ery of the ground system. Several cost ciated with the software throughout its
models applicable to ground systems are useful life. System acquisition policy
described. regarding life cycle cost method is set

forth in AFR 800-11. These costs, for
Cost estimating for software is at best purposes of Life Cycle Analysis, are sep-
an inexact science. While methods and arated into two categories: software de-

* assumptions are described, these must be velopment costs and software operation
tempered with judgment based on know- and support (O&S) costs. Since the activ-
ledge of the particular ground system ities of software development and soft-
for which the methods are to be applied, ware O&S are markedly different and, for

ATE/TS systems, the division of responsi-
Thorough knowledge of the factors which bility between the USAF and its contrac-
significantly affect cost is a primary tors normally differs between these
aid to reduction of cost estimating un- activities, the models by which life cy-
certainty. These factors are discussed cle costs are estimated differ in each
through the guidebook. Experience has case. A number of mathematical models
shown control of software costs is not have been developed for the purpose of
fundamentally different than controlling estimating software development costs.
costs for development/maintenance of any However, comparatively less work has
system. The primary management method is been done in the area of O&S cost esti-
first creation of a credible plan, then mating. As a result, extensive litera-
continually measuring performance ture search coupled with information
against the plan. Specific corrective ac- provided by Boeing life cycle cost spe-
tion is taken when measured performance cialists, has failed to identify a reli-
deviates from the plan. Application of able O&S cost estimating mathematical
this principal to software cost manage- model which is applicable to ATE/TS sys-
ment for ATE/TS systems involves cost tems. Thus, information herein relating
reporting, cost control and cost account- to this area is limited to discussion of
ing. These methods are described in the some "rules of thumb".
following paragraph.

3.1.1 Development Cost Estimating
The nature of ATE and TS software devel- Models
opment is such that unique acquisition
factors for such systems must be consid- Eight currently used models are summa-
ered. ATE control and support software rized in Appendix A. For a more detailed

discussion on the use and limitations of
the models, the reader is directed to

.4 9



AFAL report F33615-77-C-1252, developed of this, subjective evaluation of avail-
under PE62204F, Project 2003, Task 09, able estimating parameters should be
Work Unit 02, (during the period June made in order to project O&S costs for a
1976 to August 1976) or to the company particular ATE or TS.
sources identified in Appendix A.. Any of
these models are potentially applicable Many factors contribute to software O&S
to ATE/TS software. The selection of a costs. An analysis of existing O&S expe-
particular model depends upon the appli- rience should be made to separate the
cability and availability of input infor- cost drivers from those factors which do
mation required by that particular not play a significant role in determin-
model. Therefore the selection of a ing software O&S costs. When looking at
model is made based upon availability of the data, examination should include the
reliable information, such as estimated impact of technology factors (e.g., pro-
number of computer instructions, type of gramming techniques), maintainability
instructions, etc., associated with a factors (e.g., documentation and design
particular ATE or TS application., methods), functional factors (e.g., pro-

gram types), complexity factors, program-
The eight models summarized in Appendix ming language factors, hardware factors,

* A are: environmental factors, scheduling fac-
tors, and staffing procedures. Some of

a. Wolverton the problems likely to be encountered in
the development of a software O&S data

b. Modified Wolverton base include inability to distinguish
between development and maintenance ac-

c. ESD tivities, inconsistency in code types,
styles and documentation, and biased ac-

d. Telecote tivity reporting, because programmers
usually prefer to be associated with

e. Aerospace software development rather than soft-
ware maintenance.

f. GRC
Once the software program has been ac-

g; Price cepted, continual support must be fur-
nished to modify the software package to

h. Boeing meet changing mission and performance re-
quirements. Besides the modifications to

None of these models offer a reliable software programs, corrections must be
panacea encompassing all software pro- made to previously undetected errors
jects, therefore no one model can be re- which occur. Support is required to en-
commended for universal application, sure that the program performs its
Software estimating is still heavily intended functions properly.
dependent on experienced judgement.
However, quantitative methods, such as The software development process is typi-
described in Appendix A, are valuable cally oriented toward minimizing the to-
for bracketing an estimate. The reader tal development time or maximizing the
is urged to peruse Appendix A to gain program's efficiency. In a study con-
insight on the nature of software esti- ducted by AFAL on the relative amount of
mating methods. time spent on software maintenance (see

Bibliography reference 3), it was shown
, 3.1.2 Operation and Support (O&S) Cost that most software facilities spent

Models somewhere between 20 and 30 percent of
their time on software maintenance, but

The state of the O&S cost estimating is some installations spent 90 to 100
such that mathematical model estimating percent of their time maintaining soft-
of O&S costs is in its infancy. Because ware. They concluded Air Force avionics

*/ 10



software is much like the latter ex- design and development, investment and
perience and currently it costs some- operations and maintenance to be deter-
thing like $75 per computer (object mined in a series of prearranged steps.
code) instruction to develop the The model first calculates hardware
software, but the maintenance of the Central Processing Unit (CPU) costs,
software has cost up to $4,000 per then applies factors for estimating the
instruction. ATE/TS systems are not other Design and Development (D&D),

significantly different than avionics in investment, and Operation and Mainte-
this regard. nance (O&M) costs, and finally

summarizes the total program costs. The
Judith A. Clapp (The MITRE Corp.) in "A primary maintenance equations for
Review of Software Cost Estimation software appear as follows:
Methods" noted the fact that 54% of all
errors were found after acceptance tests a. Software training costs (in $)
were conducted and of these 84% were de- during production phase:
sign errors. Also, of the total number Initial Civilian = number of
errors found, 641 were attributed to mis- men x 27,200
takes in design. Throughout the develop- Initial Contractor = number of
ment phase rel. ively little thought is men x 35,598
usually giv-- abnut what will happen Initial Military = number of
after deve& ent is ...ed. Accord- men x 17,400
ing to an A' - *udy, ! things are
likely to happe. d-tr dvelopment: (1) b. During the deployment phase:
Another organization will want to use
all or part of the software for its ap- Personnel contractor support cost
plication, (2) the user will upgrade = (number of men) x $48,000 x
eventually to a new machine and will (number of years O&M or
wish to convert the software, and (3) deployment)
users will quite frequently want the
prograis changed tc mre't new require- Military support cost = (number of
ments, produce new reports, accommodate men) x $18,000 x (number of
new inputs, clear up inconsistencies, years O&M or deployment)
add new options, etc.

These equations should only be used if
A search of current literature resulted the estimator has no prior basis for
in very little in the way of predicting determining costs of any of his data-
support and maintenance cost for compu- processing system elements. The ,model,

0 ter software. Unlike hardware O&S as mentioned above, -calculates hardware
models, where the cost of spares, mainte- and software costs, and is referred to
nance manhours, materials, training, as a "Data Processing System Cost
etc., can be estimated based on some Model".
physical characteristics of the system,
software maintenance is strictly a func- Several companies, including IBM and
tion of manhours to perform the neces- Boeing, use a standard figure of
sary actions. Thus far, maintenance 1 man/1O,O00O instructions for estimating
costs for software seem to be primarily software O&S costs. As of this writing
an engineering estimate by an expert, there is no more sophisticated model for
someone familiar with the changes to be estimating O&S costs available.
made to a program, rather than putting
certain parameters into a mathematical 3.2 COST ESTIMATING METHODS AND
model and calculating annual costs. ASSUMPTIONS

The "Aerospace Model", as summarized in The subject of ground system software
Appendix A, is a total life cycle cost cost estimating is an inexact science.
model. The procedure permits costs for As mentioned earlier, regardless of the
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method employed, a key factor is the looking special or difficult technical
judgement exercised by the estimator. A problems that may be buried in the
particular concern to the acquisition project tasks and the lack of details
engineer is that cost estimates must be needed for cost justification.
made for software systems which will be
at least partially developed by an as 3.2.1.2 Similarities and Differences
yet unidentified contractor. Any estimat- Estimating. The estimator breaks down
ing method will require that the estima- the jobs to be accomplished to a level
tor provide information, such as the of detail where the similarities to, and
number of computer instructions or the differences from previous projects, are
degree of difficulty or the frequency of most evident. Work units that cannot be
modification, etc., which does not exist compared are estimated separately by
in any precise way at the time the esti- some other method. This is particularly
mate is to be made. Hence, the element useful if a work breakdown structure
of prior experience becomes of particu- (WBS) is developed. WBS is discussed in
lar importance. Significant experience paragraph 3.2.2.
data exists, for example, with the cost
of prior high technology training simula- 3.2.1.3 Ratio Estimating. The estima-
tors such as the Advanced Simulator in tor relies on sensitivity coeffecients,
Undergraduate Pilot Training (ASUPT). or exchange ratios, that are invariant
This experience information would be (within limits) to the details of de-
highly applicable to similar training sign. The software analyst estimates the
systems. size of a module by its number of object

instructions, classifies it by type, and
In general, cost information is submit- evaluates its relative complexity. An
ted by the contractor for all USAF sys- appropriate cost matrix is constructed
tems, and ATE/TS systems in particular, into a cost data base in terms of cost
in accordance with the Contractor Cost per instruction for that type of soft-
Data Reporting System. This provides a ware, at that relative complexity level.
source of standardized cost information Other ratios, empirically derived, can
which may be used to provide experience be used in the total estimating process;
data applicable to ATE/TS systems. for instance, computer usage rate (based

on CPU time per instruction), peripheral
3.2.1 Methods of Estimating usage to CPU usage, engineers per

secretary, and so forth. It suffers, as
The following general methods are appli- do all methods, from the need for a

* cable to ATE and TS systems. These clas- valid cost data base for many estimating
sical methods are used throughout situations (ATE test software versus
industry, and compared to the gross control and support software, real time
models used for life cycle costing (Para- TS software vs. nonreal time printing,
graph 3.1.1), provide means for care- scoring, etc., software in a TS, etc.).
fully detailed cost estimates that are
sufficiently accurate for price negotia- 3.2.1.4 4 Standards Estimating. The es-
tions. timator relies on standards of perfor-

mance that have been systematically
3.2.1.1 Top-Down Estimating. The esti- developed. These standards then become
mator relies on the total cost or the stable reference points from which new
cost of large portions of previous pro- tasks can be calibrated. Many mature in-
jects which have been completed, in dustries, such as manufacturing and con-
order to estimate the cost of the struction, use this method routinely.
project to be estimated. History, The method is accurate only when the
coupled with informed opinion (or same operations have been performed re-
intuition), is used to allocate costs peatedly and good records are available.
between packages. Among Its many pit- The pitfall is that custom software de-
falls is the substantial risk of over- velopment is not "performed repeatedly."
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3.2.1.5 Bottom-Up Estimating. The to- The major problem in the method is that
tal job is broken down into relatively it does not work on systems larger than
small work packages and work units the base used for comparison. Experience
(WBS). The work breakdown is continued has shown complexity may grow as the
until it is reasonably clear what steps square of the number of system elements.
and talents are involved in doing each Therefore, experience with a relatively
task. Each task is then estimated and small system may not account for all the
the costs are pyramided to form the to- things that must be done for a large sys-
tal project cost. An advantage of this tem. Neither will the Experience Method
technique is that the job of estimating apply to systems of totally different
can be distributed to specialists who content. The Quantitative guideline may
are most familiar with the work. One be applicable in such cases.
difficulty is the lack of immediate
perspective of the most important para- 3.2.1.7 Quantitative Method. The
meter of all; the total cost of the pro- Quantitative Method 4 based on program-
ject. In detailed estimates, the mer productivity in terms of the number
estimator is not sensitive to the reason- of instructions produced per unit of
ableness of this total cost of the time by an average programmer. The in-

* software package. Therefore, top-down structions include the source statements
* estimation is often used as a check on and data descriptions written by the pro-

the bottom-up method. grammer in a HOL. The method is not
L precise. It is manually necessary to
V - 3.2.1.6 Experience Method. This ap- adjust the answer by large amounts. The

proach takes advantage of experience on estimator should not treat the results
a similar job. In order to use it, the as anything other than approximate
new job must be clearly specified at representations of system size or
least down to a major subsystem level, manpower requirements. The estimate of
This permits the estimator to compare number of instructions, upon which the
the new system to one or more completed %quantitative" method is applied, is
systems. At this point, the estimator subject to serious uncertainty.
can assume that like tasks take like
resources. He can obtain the base data 3.2.2 Work Breakdown Structures (WBS)
from his own experience or from that of
others as long as he knows he is compar- Several cost estimating methods involve
ing similar projects. If the two pro- development of WBS data. The purpose of
jects are alike in size and content, the WBS is to identify each elemental

* minor differences in algorithms or util- task involved in a larger system acti-
ity routines can be accounted for by vity. The assumption made when using the
adding a contingency factor to the total WBS is that, while estimating a larger
estimate. In this method, the contin- job is difficult, the elements of the
gency should be less than 25%. As in any job may be estimated more easily and
method, it is wise to lay out the design that the total job is then the sum of
in detail to permit the men who must im- the elements. A detailed WBS model is
plement the job to make their own esti- presented in Appendix B and is applica-
mates on their portion of the job. Their ble to ATE/TS systems in general, but

! estimates will also be based on experi- should be tailored in each case (by elim-
ence and should be more precise than the ination of extraneous tasks). In many
total estimate. For example, two similar cases, particularly ATE test software, a
training simulator systems of 150,000 more detailed breakdown will be re-
instructions each may be within 25% of quired.
one another in effort. Two control sub-
routines of 1000 instructions each may The WBS model in Appendix B involves
appear in these systems. five phases. Both tasks and sub-tasks
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are Identified for each phase. The level The following checklist has been pre-
of activity for these elements (i.e., pared as a guide to factors which should
tasks and sub-tasks) provides sufficient be considered since they impact TS and
detail for application to the "Bottom ATE software costs.
Up" and other estimating methods previ-
ously discussed. - Complexity of system

The principal phases are: - Level of testing required

a. Phase I - Requirements Definition - Size of memory
and Analysis (R&DA)

- Length of total system development
b. Phase II - Preliminary Design

- Size of executive/supervisor
c. Phase III - Detailed Design

- Number of interrupts
d. Phase IV - Software Construction

- Degree of human intervention
e. Phase V - Software Validation and

Verification (V&V) - Use of fixed/floating point

WBS model in Appendix B provides a de- - Hardware deficiency
tailed listing of specific tasks in soft-
ware development and can serve. as a - Assembler/compiler efficiency
valuable checklist for acquisitionplan-
ning (in addition to cost estimating). - Availability of debugging tools

3.3 HIGH LEVERAGE COST FACTORS - Skill of system people

In general, the highest leverage cost - Size of modules
items for ground system software are:

- Size of data base
a. Unique requirements. Requirements

which are new to the contractor intro- - Configuration control method
duce an unusual element of risk and this priority
risk is always included in his price.
Such requirements as high technology - Target machine availability
visual systems for TS, particularly
computer generated imagery; unusual or - Target machine complexity
state-of-the-art instructional systems,
etc., are significant cost impact items. - Input/Output complexity

b. Changing design requirements. If - Target machine mean time between
the specifications are changed fre- failures
quently by ECP or frequent CCPs are nec-
essary, these become significant factors - Support equipment cost
affecting development costs of ATE and
TS software. These include system opera- - Parallel development costs
tional changes causing TS design modifi-
cations or the downstream determination - Required number of iterations per
that an ATE system does not have suffi- second
cient test elements and associated soft-
ware drivers to fulfill all test - Throughput requirements
requirements (possibly due to insuffi-
cient UUT test points). - Math processing requirements
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- Documentation - Programmers must be trained on a
new computer

- Number of revisions
- You cannot make use of a proven

- Number of ECPs existing operating system or
input-output package

Number of studies
You must provide your own support

- Designed flexibility programs

- Designed portability Project personnel not familiar
with USAF standards, conventions,

- Work length and documentation requirements

- Number registers - Vague job requirements

- Input/Output speed - Multiple using commands involved

- Degree of distribution - Many policies to change

- Bootstrap requirements - Long system life required

- Memory volatility - Long development cycle

- Multi processing requirements - Inexperienced using command
personnel

- Slave/master relationships
- Multiple geographic locations

- Data conversion requirement
- You must share computer time with

- Processor interface complexity other projects

- New system (as opposed to a - You do not have complete controli modification to an existing one) of computer or keypunch resources

- Non-proven hardware/software - User has control of computer or
keypunch resources

* - You are required to modify someone
else's programs - User will supply data base

- Analysts have not worked on a - User will supr y test data
similar application

- Data base is classified
- Designers have not worked on a

similar application - You must test on a computer not
exactly the same as the eventual

-Programmers have not worked on a operational computer
similar application

- Your effort is split among severalI - Managers have not worked on a locations
similar application

- Computer turnaround time is
- Programers must be trained in a greater than 2 hours

new coding language

15
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- Computer turnaround time is - The system has a large number of
unpredictable functions

Your designers are not doing the - Innovation required
programming

- Programming language not high
- Your designers are not expert level

programmers
- Maximum program efficiency

- Your confidence in personnel required
continuity is low

- High volume of data
- You have little or no choice of

personnel who work for you 3.4 SOFTWARE COST REPORTING AND
REGULATIONS, SPECIFICATIONS AND

- User is inexperienced in ATE or TS STANDARDS (RSS)

- User is inexperienced in imbedded This subsectiontnd the two in Section 6
computer E:stems deal with finance in systems acquisition

as compared to the other types of base
- You expect much change finance policies and procedures. In-

cluded is an overview of how finances
- The working environment promises are handled in systems acquisition pro-

many interruptions jects.-Section 6 covers the "what", show-
ing the reports that are required. The

- Incorporation of revisions to reader is given the basics of how the
manufacturer's software program cost process works, but by no means

enough details to make one an expert.
- Slow and incorrect stenographic Sources of constraints to system acquisi-

support tion and information on costs and sched-
uling will be evident in the following

- Unavailability of required review paragraphs.
or coordinating personnel

3.4.1 Documentation Overview
- Unreliable assembler or compiler

Military development programs are in-
- System is real time creasingly constrained by money. Con-

sider Figures 3.4-1 and 3.4-2. While the
* - Interfaces with other systems are DOD budget is diminishing, pay escalates

ill-defined or complex leaving a progressively smaller amount
* for development of new weapon systems.

- The system is larger than those All decisions, whether to start,
the contractor or user have continue, or stop a project, depend on
usually worked on the money spent, the money presently

available, or the money hoped for in the
- Data Base is complex or not yet future. Where this money is spent is de-

defined termined by Congressional appropria-
tions. Acutely aware of this problem,

- Computer storage is severely the DOD looks very closely at two areas
limited in the systems acquisition process: cost

and schedule. DOD Directive 7000.1,
- Input-output is limited in terms "Resource Management Systems of DOD"

of speed, channels, or storage dated 22 August 1966, requires perfor-
capacity mance measurement. DOD Directive 5000.1,

"Acquisition of Major Defense Systems"
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dated 18 January 1977 (revised), covers against which a contractor's cost/
management information and program con- schedule control system must be evalu-
trol. DOD Directive 5000.2, "Major Sys- ated. There seems to be as many acronyms
tem Acquisition Process" dated for C/SCSC (i.e., C/S-Square, C-Square,
18 January 1977 (revised), covers acqui- CSPEC) as there are presently used ver-
sition. These three basic directives are sions of C/SCSC. Rather than reviewing
implemented by DOD Instruction 7000.2, AFSCP/AFLCP 173-5, a typical aerospace
"Performance Measurement for Selected contractor's implementation system, here-
Acquisitions" dated 10 June 1977 after referred to as an Integrated Man-
(revised). agement System (IMS), will be presented

for a better understanding of an applied
Instruction 7000.2 specifically requires C/SCSC. It would have been formally ap-
the use of what is called Cost/Schedule proved via an Air Force validation let-
Control Systems Criteria (C/SCSC)..." in ter. This is not to say that the
selected major systems acquisitions pro- contractor had no way, prior to C/SCSC,
grams under all types of contracts ... of controlling management tools of cost
normally exceeding $75 million RDT&E or and schedule. But aerospace contractors
$300 million production.. .except firm- in general have varied systems covering

* fixed-price and firm-fixed-price-with- cost and schedules, ranging from poor to
o economic-price adjustment ... The good, with no standardized output form

objective of C/SCSC is to provide con- for USAF buyers to analyze in the detail
4 tractor cost/schedule systems that pro- needed.

vide an adequate data basis for
responsible decision making by both 3.4.2 Contractor's AFSCP/AFLCP 173-5
contractor management and DOD components Implementation System
...Accordingly, contractors' internal
management control systems must provide The final output of the IMS to USAF buy-
data which indicates work progress; ers is contained in Section 6 and the
which properly relates cost, schedule, inputs and the inner workings of the IMS
and technical accomplishment; which are are explained in Appendix C. Specifi-
valid, timely, and auditable; and which cally, the iMS, to integrate cost and
supply DOD managers with information at schedule data into a management tool,
a practical level of summarization..." functions around the five major criteria
(7000.2). It does not require changes of sections of the C/SCSC: (1) organiza-
the contractors' cost/schedule manage- tion; (2) scheduling and budgeting; (3)
ment system except to meet any equitable accounting; (4) analysis; and (5) revi-
contract cost distribution C/SCSC re- sions/access to data. These criteria are
quirements, or any Cost Accounting Stan- molded into a working system prior to
dards Board procedures that are not contract award or start via the RFP
presently being met. which the USAF uses in the contractor

selection process.
USAF inputs to MIL-STD-881A "Work Break-
down Structures for defense Material The IMS is a rather intricate system war-
Items", dated 25 April 1975, and to the ranting detailed explanation and is
Armed Forces Procurement Regulation therefore treated at length' in Appendix
(ASPR) have further defined the instruc- C. The material in Appendix C is orga-
tions for C/SCSC of 7000.2. The ASPR is nized according to the five criteria
particularly important because this regu- identified above and a thorough reading
lation is the basis from which govern- is recommended.
ment contracts are formed. See Figure
3.4-3 which is one of the ASPR provi- 3.4.3 ATE and TS Considerations
sions relative to C/SCSC.

Now that you have seen the flow-down of
Air Force Systems Command Phamphlet financial RSS concerning major ac-
173-5 precisely defines the criteria quisitions from DOD through USAF to the
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7-104.87 Cost/Schedule Control Systems. In accordance with 1-33 1(h), insert
the following clause:

COST/SCHEDULE CONTROL SYSTEMS (1973 APR)
(a) The Contractor shall establish, maintain and use in the performance of this contract

Cost/Schedule Control Systems meeting the attached criteria (DODI 7000.2 Performance Mea-
strement for Selected Acquisitions). Prior to acceptance by the Contracting Officer and within
ninety* (90) (*or as otherwise agreed to by the parties) calendar days after contract award, the
Contractor shall be prepared to demonstrate the operation of his systems to the Government to
verify that the proposed systems meet the established criteria set forth above. As a part of the
demonstration, review and acceptance procedure, the Contractor shall furnish the Government a
description of the Cost/Schedule Control Systems applicable to this contract in such form and
detail as indicated by the AFSCP/AFLCP 173-5, AMCP 37-5, NAVMAT P-5240 Cost Schedule
Control Systems Criteria Joint Implementation Guide hereinafter referred to as the guide, or
required by the Contracting Officer. T['he Contractor agrees to provide access to all pertinent
records, data and plans as requested by representatives of the Government for the conduct of the
review.

* (b) The description of the management systems accepted by the Contracting Officer, identified
* by title and date, shall be referenced in the contract. Such systems shall be maintained and used

by the Contractor in the performance of this contract.
(c) Contractor changes to the accepted systems shall be submitted to the Contracting Officer

for review and approval. The Contracting Officer shall advise the Contractor of the acceptability
of such changes within sixty (60) days after receipt from the Contractor. When systems existing
at time of contract award do not comply with the criteria, adjustments necessary to amure com-
pliance will be effected at no change in contract price or fee.

(d) The Contractor agrees to provide access to all pertinent records and data requested by the
Contracting Officer or his duly authorized representative for the purpose of permitting Govern-
ment surveillance to insure continuing application of the accepted systems to this contract. Devia-
tions from accepted systems discovered during contract performance shall be corrected as
directed by the Contracting Officer.

(e) The Contractor shall require that each selected subcontractor, as mutually agreed to
between the Government and the Contractor and as set forth in the schedule of this contract,
shall meet thc Cost/Schedule Control Systems criteria as set forth in the guide and shll incor-
porate in all such subcontracts adequate provisions for demonstration, review, acceptance and
surveillance of subcontractors' systems, to be carried out by the Government when requested by
either the prime or subcontractor.

(f) If the Contractor or subcontractor is utilizing Cost/Schedule Control Systems which have
been previously accepted, or is operating such systems under a current Memorandum of Un-
derstanding, the Contracting Officer may waive all or part of the provisions hereof concerning
demonstration and review.

(Zed of desm)

Figure 14-3 ASPR Statement RelatW to C,&CSC
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contractor, and the contractor's imple- profit fee for doing the work. Cost does
mentation of these RSS, four more areas not include fee.
need be covered.

3.5 UNIQUE CONSIDERATIONS FOR ATE

First, whether or not the acquisition of
ATE and TS software would be a major The critical ingredient with regard to
acquisition, does not matter. Your ATE is the cost of developing and main-
exposure to C/SCSC lends itself very taining the test programs. The cost ex-
well to understanding acquisition cost amples given at the end of paragraph
and schedule management for other than 4.3, for Line Replaceable Units (LRU) of
major acquisitions. A system called the various complexity, indicates the high
Cost/Schedule Status Report (C/SSR) is costs associated with the development of
applicable to contracts of $2 million or just one test program; and an ATE
over and of more than one year duration, station can have several hundred test
and for which a CPR is not a require- programs.
ment. C/SSR is almost a mini-C/SCSC
which is less costly to administer and 3.5.1 Trade Consideration
less burdensome ddta-wise because perfor-
mance measurement is conducted at higher The first cost consideration in a new

" WBS and organizational levels. However, weapon system are the trades to deter-
the basic type of data used is still the mine the amount of general purpose test
same (Budgeted Cost of Work Scheduled equipment, special purpose support equip-
(BCWS), Budgeted Cost of Work Performed ment, and ATE required to support the
(BCWP), Actual Cost of Work Performed weapon system maintenance. The prime con-
(ACWP), Estimate At Completion, etc.). sideration usually becomes: to what

extent will the cost of test program de-
Second, ATE and TS cost data can be sepa- velopment vs. operational returns in man-
rated to a large extent from overall sys- power, allow the use of ATE over manual

• tem costs by using the C/SCSC WBS and test methods, i.e., test software devel-
functional breakdown structure. The Cost opment costs now vs. manual test costs
Performance Report (CPR), which is the later. Many such trades are based on
end result of C/SCSC, can have its sup- MIL-STD-1513, (USAF) Trade Studies for
porting computer data sorted for every the Selection of Avionic Test Support
possible way that anyone would ever need Systems, Criteria for, 15 January 1971.
or want to analyze cost breakdowns. From these studies the determination of
Should the normal data supplied in the items such as; what special testing re-
CPR or C/SSR not suffice for your needs, quirements exist, how much ATE control

* it means that the Contract Data Require- is wanted, to what extent the software
ments List (CDRL) attached to the con- should self-document, and which HOL
tract, as well as listed on the SOW and should be used; should be determined.

*the Data Item Description (DID), did not
fully state your desires. 3.5.2 Time Consideration

Third, every RFP from USAF must list The next consideration that must take
whether C/SCSC, C/SSR, or some other con- place is the time at which an ATE system
trol system is to be employed on the con- is to be introduced into the Air Force
tract. The RFP also includes the SOW, inventory. Ideally the ATE system, in
DID, and CDRL. conjunction with available test equip-

ment, would be developed very early in
* Fourth, there is a distinction between the program and be utilized in the UUT

price and cost. The only way of looking supplier's factory for new equipment
at these terms is that the price the gov- acceptance tests. This gives the double
ernment or customer pays the contractor benefit of requiring only one configura-
equals the costs incurred plus the tion ATE system that is utilized both in

the factory and in the field; plus it
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would reduce the operational software As is the case with other contractor
maintenance because of the previous fac- furnished software, if ATE software is
tory utilization. The trade, however, is not well defined before it is committed
that this concept requires development to development, the cost will be ad-
of the test software very early in the versely affected. If the ATE engineer is
weapon system program, when the UUTs are not clear on precisely what will be
still under development. This in turn delivered by the customer, or if precise
may provide increased ATE test software delivery requirements are not fully spec-
development costs, due to the inherent ified, it is doubtful that a satisfac-
variations in UUT design and configura- tory ATE software system will be
tion in the weapon system development delivered. Further, if the ATE acquisi-
phase. tion engineer is unclear on what should

be delivered, or what tasks need to be
Also, the nature of weapon system con- done, it is doubtful that an effective
tracting can interfere with efforts to procurement will result. Other guide-
develop ATE test software early in the books in this series may be consulted on
program. Weapon system contractors nor- such matters as specification of require-
mally have a Design Development Test and ments, deliverable documentation and
Evaluation (DDT&E) contract before the contracting.
system is committed to production, and
this contract usually involves delivery 3.5.3 Documentation Required
of a relatively small number of units.
ATE hardware and software justification In particular, a significant portion of
typically requires a production quantity the costs associated with ATE software

" of delivered equipment to be cost effec- development and maintenance is the doc-
tive when compared against manual or umentation procured with it. Misunder-
semi-automatic testing. The normal stahding can be avoided by requiring
method is to implement ATE later in a that potential contractor's, in their
program, using special and general pur- offering, breakdown software costs into
pose test equipment in the early program the various elements. These elements
stages. should identify as separate cost items

such activities as preparation of part
Consideration must be given to the effi- II specifications, program coding, check-
ciency of the ATE control and support out, integration testing, program valida-
software, because of its down-stream im- tion and verification, etc. This effort
pact on the test software. Trade studies has the added advantage of providing a
during the ATE software evaluation (andl- means whereby competing contractors can
ysis) phase, should be undertaken to be compared on their knowledge of the
determine if the possibly more costly job. If, for example, one proposal indi-
compilers (development time cost) may re- cates a segment of cost which is dispro-
turn the investment over the increased portional to the total, this reflects
run time (operational test time) of an directly on the proposers understanding,
interpreter. Additionally, and in asso- or lack of understanding, of the job. It
ciation with the compiler/interpreter also helps to identify "gold plating" on
study, the execution (run) and develop- the part of the contractor.
ment time for the desired standardized
HOL such as Abbreviated Test Language However, it should be noted that there
for all Systems (ATLAS) routine should be is very little standardization in
compared against other test languages in methods of developing ATE software. Some
selecting the ATE software. Other cost contractors may employ the use of spe-

* influencing factors requiring particular cial facilities, such as a general or
attention by ATE acquisition engineers, special purpose system integration lab-
arise as a result of normal contractor- oratory, while other contractors use
contractee relationships. other schemes. Such things directly
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affect such cost elements as ATE support 3.6.2 Incremental Procurement
and control software development and
checkout. TS which ar- orocured incrementally give

rise to part ularly difficult software
3.5.4 Additional Considerations development and maintenance. For ex-

ample, the A-1O Fighter/Attack simulator
Improvements should be made in methods is being initially procured without a
of accounting for software costs. Cost visual system. The visual system,
data collection and analysis and procured under separate contract, will
tracking of actual cost vs. estimated likely be provided by a different
cost is not normally done for, and made contractor. Consequently, the visual
available to, the government by its system contractor must integrate his
contractors. More meaningful historical visual system with another contractor's
data would be extremely helpful in simulator providing computer-to-
estimating ATE as well as other ground computer interface and providing modifi-

* system software costs. cations to the instructor/operators
console and its associated software. The

Finally, it is essential for ATE soft- visual system contractor, therefore,
* ware that a detailed WBS is prepared and works to the added difficulty of inter-
. WBS cost is collected and reported by facing, and undoubtedly modifying, soft-

the contractor. Further, the ATE ware developed by someone else.
acquisition engineer should influence
the contractor to prepare WBS 3.6.3 Concurrent Procurement
information in one for one corre-
spondence with the specification tree. It is particularly difficult to develop

--and then hold constant TS requirements
3.6 UNIQUE CONSIDERATIONS FOR TRAINING for training systems procured concur-
SIMULATORS rently with new weapon systems. Detailed

design data for a new weapon system and
Several factors, unique to TS software, specific configurational information
can affect cost in addition to those change frequently during the Research
previously considered. Development Test and Evaluation (RDT&E)

phase of a new weapon system. This makes
3.6.1 Frequent or Unnecessary Changes it especially difficult to design a

training simulator, and its software in
As previously indicated, frequent or un- particular, since each change in weapon
necessary changes via ECP and CCP are system configuration may change the TS
significant cost impact items. It should configuration.
be noted that poorly defined require-
ments or poor planning leads either to 3.6.4 Evolutionary Change
excessive change or development of TS
software which fails to meet user re- Airplane systems undergo evolutionary
quirements. Particular attention should product improvement. The engine manufac-
be devoted to guidelines indicated in turer may find a way to increase the
the Requirements Specification guide- performance of his product after the air-
book. Clear definition of requirements, plane has been placed in the operational
avoidance of requirements excessive to inventory. New air-to-air or air-to-
real user needs and careful planning, in- ground weapons may become available for
cluding consideration of all reasonable the airplane, altering airplane perfor-
design alternatives before the RFP is re- mance. These things make it necessary to
leased, will minimize this problem in modify the simulator in order to keep
most cases. current with system configuration. It is

particularly difficult for a simulator
contractor to keep up with changes imple-
mented by the airframe manufacturer.
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3.6.5 Inadequate Preparation applications. Also, there are very few
contractors for TS systems so adaptation

Unique development and maintenance prob- of modules from system to system can usu-
lems of the type previously indicated ally be accomplished within a contrac-
are a result of the very nature of TS. tor's organization.
These problems cannot be eliminated, but
experience has shown their impact can be 3.6.7 Additional Considerations
minimized by insistance on the part of
the TS acquisition engineer of adherance Some of the frequent problems associated
to strict discipline in each phase of with TS software cost estimating
the acquisition. He should ensure com- include:
plete and adequate specification before
proceeding on any change. He must pro- a. Difficulty in separating hardware
vide for inter-contractor communication, development cost from software develop-
including classified design data. He ment cost. The two are closely interre-
must also carefully plan TS changes and lated in TS systems.
manage his contractors to ensure they
are proceeding in accordance with these b. Contractors tend to underestimate
plans. Above all, he should provide the the cost of documentation and conse-
contractor/contractee environment condu- quently the user is often delivered poor
cive to rigorous software disciplines in- documentation. (This has serious impact
cluding adequate documentation, thorough on software maintenance.)
testing, and defining completely all
software before proceeding to coding and c. Detailed cost visibility is gener-
checkout. ally not available to the procurement

agency. Additional detail in cost report-
3.6.6 Use of Existing Software ing, comparable to that available inter-

nally to contractor management, is
Software developments costs for training desirable.
simulators tend to be much less than for
most newly-developed real time software. d. Cost estimates are often based on
This is because of substantial repeat- grossly-defined TS system requirements.
ability in modules between different sys- More specific functional requirements
tem simulators. While TS software is should improve completeness and accuracy
rarely available "off-the-shelf", many of estimates. Also, application of meth-
of the components and modules can be ods such as Wolverton's model should use
quickly adapted to satisfy new simulator factors that are specific to TS-type

software.
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Section 4.0 SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT COSTS

This section is concerned with the costs It is important to note, that for both
associated with each development phase TS and ATE, the software and hardware
of producing TS and ATE software. There development efforts are interdependent
are three softfware packages that are of and cannot be accomplished indepen-
interest: training simulator operational dently. Figures 4.0-1 and 4.0-2 depict
and support, ATE operational and sup- the development process of TS and ATE
port, and ATE test software. TS software software including the associated re-
consists primarily of the weapon system quired hardware support. The "Phase"
simulation software modules, the associ- portion of Figures 4.0-1 and 4.0-2 indi-
ated control software, and support soft- cates a more detailed example of the
ware for software maintenance, all of tasks being accomplished. The "documenta-
which are developed in conjuction with tion" portion indicates some of the docu-
TS hardware. The ATE operational and sup- ments produced during each phase (a
port programs are developed with the ATE complete description of documentation in
hardware system, whereas the ATE test each phase is provided in the Computer
software packages are individually devel- Program Documentation Requirements guide-
oped for each UUT - usually after deliv- book). The "responsibilities" portion

• ery of the ATE test station. Although provides an indication of efforts during
the ATE software units are time phased, each phase. It should be noted that the
the same basic developemnt sequence ex- activities reflected in these figures do

. ists for all ATE and TS software not normally coincide with the
packages. equivalent weapon system development

activities.
The software development sequence in-
volves four principle phases: Although cost estimating varies greatly

* from organization-to-organization; a
a. Analysis (process of deriving and similarity often exists in that develop-

specifying requirements, software devel- ment estimates are normally accomplished
opment planning, and implementation con- in a three group function: analysis and
cept generation) design, code and checkout, and test and

integration. A "rule-of-thumb" that The
b. Software Design (initial detail Boeing Company has applied on past ATE

- design) and TS programs allocates 40 percent
cost to analysis and design, 20 percent

c. Coding and Checkout (software code to code and checkout, and 40 percent to
generation with syntax correction and test and integration. These costs
simulation runs) estimates apply only to the contractor

or sub-contractor portions and not to
d. Integration and tests (operational the initial requirement generati6n.

de-bug and subsequent validation) Table 4.0-1 provides a feasible
breakdown of the distribution of

Section 4 is organized under these prin- manhours that could be applied to the
cipal tasks with Analysis described in 40-20-40 estimate for a "typical" 100
paragraph 4.1, Software Design in 4.2, instruction ATE or TS software module as-
Coding and Checkout in 4.3 and Integra- suming an overall average work rate of
tion and Testing, in 4.4. Paragraph 4.5 four instructions per man day. It is
discusses the total of all costs, emphasized that the effort allocation of
including considerations outside the Table 4.0-1 is only an example and is
four defined development phases. provided to indicate a typical cost

distribution that could apply.
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Trable .0I Typicd 100 Instnion Softwre Module Devvlopmem Manhour Estimation

Effort (in Manhours)
For Nominal Module
(100-Instructifons at

Percent of Percent of Nominal Rate (4
Total Phase Instructions/Manday)

Major Phase Activity
Activity Phase

Value Cum Value Cum Value Cum Cum

Functional Specification 10 10 8 8

Analysis A Design and Performance 25 31 20. 28
Design 40 40 Specification

Detailed Module Design 50 81 40. 68
I

Test & Development Plan 15 100 12 80 80

Code Modules 40 40 16. 16.

Code and 20 60 Test Procedures 20 60 8. 24.
Debug

Module Debug and 40 100 16. 40. 120
Verification

Validation Procedures 30 30 24. 24.
and Analysis

Integrate 40 100 Test Operations 25 55 20. 44.

and Test

Problem Resolution 35 90 28. 72.

' Validation Report 10 100 8. 80. 200

NOTE: Above estimates do not include overhead and support costs such as system
engineering, subcontract management, supervision, internal reports, travel

or special documentation.
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Since interaction with computer hard- Costs associated with the analysis phase
ware, system tests, documentation, and are borne by the procuring agency until
operational equipment exist in various a contractor or sub-contractor is given
development phases, a major question can a procurement contract and preliminary
arise relative to exactly what consti- design is undertaken. The contractor's
tutes software costing alone. This ques- cost of preparing a proposal in response
tjon is addressed in the following para- to the RFP, and his subsequent cost of
graphs of this section. However, each involvement in fact finding (source sur-
organization distributes cost alloca- vey) and negotiations is a'- at the
tions according to its own accounting contractor's expense. This s is
methods, therefore no attempt is made to considered new business riK -apital
specify a preferred cost allocation with the TS and ATE suppliers allocating
method. a portion of their profit return from

existing business for this purpose.
Numerous attempts have been made to pro-
vide formulas for software estimating, Estimates that are accomplished for ini-
but often when an estimate is produced tial pre-RFP release are usually re-

* it is based on past experiences of the quired for life cycle cost studies and
individuals involved and upon the spe- to indicate the magnitude of cost esti-

* cific systems with which they were mates anticipated in response to an RFP.
knowledgeable. The estimates, thereby, These estimates are accomplished similar
are a judgemental delta from previous to the methods used in preparing a firm
known or existing software package com- cost estimate: the judgement and experi-
ponents. Both potential cost models and ence of the estimator based on past pro-
methods are presented in Section 3. gram developement. It is impossible to

estimate, with any high degree of accu-
4.1 ANALYSIS racy during the first phase of the devel-

* opment (requirements definition,
ATE and TS software development is ini- proposal evaluation and the preliminary
tiated during a weapon system's devel- design phase), what the costs and sched-
opment phase. The present Air Force ule for a project will be. Only the most
procurement method for TS typically con- experienced analysts, from either indus-
sists of receipt of a Required Opera- try or the Air Force, should make esti-
tional Capability (ROC) document, mates at this early stage. One approach
development of a RFP for industry bid, is having several persons make estimates
and subsequent contractor selection, and then computing an average estimate.
This process is described in detail in
Section 3 of the Requirement Speci- Prior to preliminary design, the esti-
fication guidebook and is accomplished mate is based on the recommended ap-
by the Simulator System Program Office proach; and at the end of preliminary
(SPO) on a competitive bid process design it is based on the recommended
rather than purchasing directly from the solution for that approach. Contractors
Weapon System prime contractor. ATE, are required to provide firm cost bids
however, is normally procured via the in RFP replies and have the experienced
Weapon System Contractor by means of a personnel required to accomplish de-
contract supplement (modification) or as tailed software cost estimates prior to
a separate procurement by the support the preliminary design task.
equipment SPO. Section 4 of the

* Requirement Specification guidebook The tasks for initial estimating of the
provides a detailed description of the total software costs are to (1) list the
process involved in generation of the phases of development, (2) identify the
ATE software requirements. major resources required in each phase,

and (3) estimate the approximate cost of
those resources (this is the top-down-
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estimating process of paragraph evaluation team. A review of this data,
3.2.1.1). Table 4.0-2 provides an illus- possible during the fact-finding or
tration of the gross level of detail of source survey visits, can give an excel-
an initial estimate. lent insight into a contractor's grasp

of the understanding of requirement ful-
Contractor's responses to the RFP will fillment. The data contained therein
provide cost estimates based on articles also provides insight to those areas
of the SOW. From the SOW, the contractor where possible discussion is necessary
identifies the software modules neces- during contract negotiations, both to-
sary to fulfill the requirements and wards reducing costs to the Air Force
arranges the necessary tasks into a WBS. and to insure sufficient and correct
An example of the software modules effert is being allocated to each task.
constituting a typical ATE system is A specific area that should be reviewed
shown in paragraph 4.1 of the Require- carefully are the tasks which are modi-
ments Specification guidebook. Paragraph fications to existing software packages.
3.1 of that same guidebook provides a Since, both ATE and TS contractors bid
software breakdown description for a TS evolutioary rather than revolutionary
system. Each task identified in the WBS systems, many of the software modules
is then estimated and collected to give will be "very nearly off-the-shelf" par-
an approximation of its total cost. The ticulary for ATE systems. An examination
key to this effort is to obtain a pre- of the task associated with developing
viously completed similar system to use modules which meet requirements, pro-
for the data base. From this data base vides an excellent insight into the capa-
comparison software modules are located bilities of the candidate contractor.
to whatever extent possible. For those
modules where a good analogy is made, a Planning and proposal package generation
ratio between module size and complexity is accomplished on a combined cost and
is made and the costing data is propor- schedule basis. Since initial system re-
tioned according to the ratios to obtain quirements determine major task comple-
the required approximation. For those tion milestones, software completion
modules where a poorer match exists, the dates will normally be dictated based on
cost approximation must be made via a hardware availability dates. The soft-
differences analysis where the similar ware tasks, once identified at a high
portions are handled by ratio and the level, are broken down into the appropri-

- different portions are approximated by ate time periods to provide a per fiscal
extrapolation. A discussion of the vari- year estimate of software costs. A cost
ous methods employed is provided in para- related situation that has occured in
graph 3.2 of this guidebook. past programs is the modification of TS

and ATE schedules and/or concepts to ac-
Figure 4.1-1 is an example of a typical commodate budget constraints. Since both
contractor's engineering estimate form TS and ATE are not mandatory for most
that is utilized in estimating software weapon systems prototype development, a
tasks. From the manpower estimates gener- natural tendency exists to cut costs by
ated on these type forms, a contractor's delaying development of the TS and ATE
finance group converts the manhours into systems. Although it normally can be
dollars, adds the appropriate overhead, shown that very significant life cycle
support costs, inflation esclators and savings are realized from TS and ATE,
anticipated profit to produce a firm the pay-back associated with these sys-
bid. The estimator generates supplemen- tems is not realized until the system
tory task definition, estimate ration- becomes operational, a number of years
ale, and calculation sheets as steps removed from RFP package, generation. As
toward generation of the manpower esti- with most purchases in both the business
mates. These detailed back-up sheets are and government world, priorities must be
normally available to Air Force engineer- made when funding constraints appear;
ing personnel who are members of the therefore, making ATE and TS a lower
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rTWl40-2. InitlSoftmwwEst m#Exunpb

PHASE RESOURCE UNITS COST ELAPSED TIME

Requirements AF Personnel 2500MH $100,000

Definition & Support Personnel 1500MH 60,000 8 months
Proposal Evaluation Travel & Expense 20,000

$180,000

Preliminary AF Personnel 400MH $ 16,000
Design Support Personnel 400MH 16,000

Contractor Personnel 3500MH 140,000
Contractor's Support 1000MH 40,000 4 months
Computer Facility 20Hrs. 2,000
Travel & Expense 2,000
Other 5,000

$221,000
4

Detail Design AF Personnel 600MH $ 24,000
Support Personnel 600MH 24,000
Contractor Personnel 6000MH 240,000
Contractor Support 2000MH 80,000 6 months
Computer Facility 40Hrs. 4,000
Travel & Expenses 2,000
Other 10,000

$384,000

Code and AF Personnel 600MH $ 24,000
Checkout Support Personnel 300MH 12,000

Contractor Personnel 4000MH 160,000
Contractor Support 1000MH 40,000 6 months
Computer Facility 500Hrs. 50,000
Travel & Expense 2,000
Other . 5,000

$293,000

Test & AF Personnel IO00MH $ 40,000
Integration Support Personnel 200MH 8,000

Contractor Personnel 10,OOOMH 400,000
Contractor Support 2,OOOMH 80,000 14 months
Test Facility 1,00OHrs. 100,000
Hardware Support 100,000
Travel & Expense 5,000
Other 15,000

$784,000

TOTAL PROJECT ESTIMATE $1,826,000 38 months
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priority for immediate need. Requirement $90 per man-hour for development of
modification occurs most easily early in special purpose software instrument
a program. Major modifications after RFP drivers by highly skilled software
release can cause a certain level of experts. A usable average of industry
doubt as to future business in the rates that presently (FY78) applies to

anticipated contract. Since a potential software development is $25 to $35 per
contract recipient will generally spend manhour which includes a company's over-
company funds on a proposal in a direct head. These values are presented only as
relation to the contract's worth, a ma- a point of information as almost all
jor RFP modification to cut costs"will engineering contracts with cost will be
cause (1) contractor funds to be split in the form of manhours, the dollar rate
between the proposal and the modified per manhour being a function that is han-
proposal, and (2) reduction of company dled within the finance organizations of
funds due to belief that a contract po- both the Air Force and industry.
tential is reduced. Changes after a con-
tract is let are negotiated and the The primary purpose for this engineering
costs passed directly along to the Air exclusion from actual dollar costs is
Force. that numerous non-technical respects,

such as corporate profit considerations,
* 4.2 SOFTWARE DESIGN industrial labor contracts, and competi-
* tive pricing, enter into the actual rate

The detailed design phase for software a company must charge for its services;
consists of translating the Preliminary thereby, making finance a field of spe-
Design Review (PDR) approved functional cial expertise much the same as engineer-
flow diagrams, into detailed logic deci- ing is field of technical expertise. One
sion diagrams as depicted in paragraph area in which engineering must utilize
4.7 of the Requirements Specifications dollar costs is in life cycle trade stud-
guidebook. This level of detailing al- ies as described in paragraph 3.1 of
lows a much greater depth of software this guidebook and identified in section
estimating. At the Critical Design Re- 4.1 of the Computer Program Maintenance
view (CDR), which is the culmination of guidebook. For these purposes a standard
the detailed design phase, up-dated guidebook average rate as indicated
estimates should be available based on above is used. An example of how convert-
the exact number of software modules re- ing to dollars from manhours becomes
quired (and detailed in the logic deci- complicated is do to inflation considera-

- sion diagrams) and the number and tions. i.e., a manhour this year equals
complexity of instructions or lines of a manhour hour next year, whereas a dol-
code in each module. lar this year is less than a dollar next

year (in purchasing power). Since soft-
TS operational software; which consists ware development is basically a manual
of simulated functional models, task, the pr.ductivity does not vary
instructor-interaction components, and greatly from year to year; however, the
executive control routines, will in most dollar inflation rate can be assumed to
cases be specifically developed for the be from 5% to 10% annually. The compound
simulator under construction. The cost interest formula that converts this
of developing each line will have to he year's cost into a future year's cost
borne. However, similarities to existing is:
simulator software may allow an improved th
development efficiency. Present esti- n year cost = (,+i )n _ (base year
mates of total software development cost)
costs vary greatly with manhour rates
which recently range from $16.25 per where n is defined as the number of
man-hour (AFR 173-10 base level labor whole years from base year and i is
rate and probably applicable only to the defined as the annual inflation rate
most rudimentary development tasks) to expressed as a decimal (7%=0.07).
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The inflation rate presently assumed by arounds or corrective actions that may
Air Force Logistics Command is 5% per an- be necessary
num. The present inflation rate of the
Consumer Price Index of the Bureau of e. explanation of the anticipated
Labor Statistics is approximately 8% per cost reporting system and its implementa-
annum, and the discount rate (equivalent tion
to inflation rate) of DODI 7041.3 is 10%
per annum. f. the plan -for notification and

handling of any major cost deviations
TS support software, which consists of
library, utility and maintenance Before approval to proceed is given, the
routines, most often are standardized contractor is contractually obligated to
type software packages. Thereby, they respond to all Dertinent questions unan-
require much less actual development swered at the CDR meetings.
time for the number of instructions
involved. The same standardization 4.3 CODING AND CHECKOUT
exists for both ATE operational and ATE
support software. An ATE supplier will The coding and checkout phase consists
produce only one basic ATE family, i.e., of converting the approved CDR design
second generation "rack and stack" or into operational code. The primary Air
third generation computer generated Force cost function during this and sub-
signal synthesis and measurement. From sequent periods is that of cost track-
his library of software routines the ATE ing. Cost report data (described in
contractor will add, modify or expand section 6 of this guidebook) are pre-
existing software to provide the spe- pared by finance groups. Engineering
cific signal generation, signal becomes involved primarily when substan-
measurement, and signal routing and tial cost deviations occur due to unan-
control required. ticipated technical problems or required

manpower efforts well beyond the CDR con-
The primary cost function of the Air tractual estimates. Correction of these
Force during the detailed design phase problems may require an engineering eval-
is to monitor and review the software uation to help establish whether the
design cost and schedule performance. deviations were due to poor contractor
This function culminates at the CDR, performance or to unforeseeable factors.
whose purpose is to formally verify that This determination of cause and subse-
the design phase has been completed, to quent review of proposed corrective
insure compliance with the requirements, action will be utilized to assist in
assure the technical merit of the de- providing corrective funding normally
sign, review plans for the following via an Engineering Change Proposal to
phases, and to review the cost and sched- the contract. Performance variations,
ule performance of the design effort. It either Air Force desired or contractor
is the contractor's responsibility to requested, can also cause a technical
provide the necessary review materials evaluation of the manpower level of ef-
to show: fort, as was accomplished during the

Analysis phase.
* I a. original cost estimates

A common estimate for software develop-
b. actual cost to date including any ment is the generation of 4 to 5 instruc-

deviations tions per day. It must be observed;
however, that this is not the rate at

c. future cost estimates corrected which the actual code is written during
relative to past cost history this phase, but rather an estimate to ob-

tain the total development manhours for
d. identification of risk items that all phases of the software program gen-

could impact cost and potential work- eration. Although much of the TS sup-
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port software and the ATE control and cost relationship between a programmer
support software need not be newly gen- generated test and an ATPG test is depic-
erated because of its past development, ted in Figure 4.3-1. The example choosen
there may still be a substantial cost is based on Omnicomp estimates and is
associated with modifications and inte- for a digital circuit card of average
gration. Also, any product previously complexity of about 50 integrated cir-
developed by a private contractor, has a cuits, none of which are Large Scale
monetary value and is sellable. There- Integrated Circuits (LSI) such as memo-
fore, these software modules may be con- ries or microprocessors. It is to be
sidered proprietary and must (1) be observed that as the level of fault iso-
purchased at full price from the contrac- lation capability increases, the cost
tor, (2) purchased at a reduced price for both ATPG and programmer-generated
with a restrictive usage condition so ATE test so--ware increases drastically.
that it does not become public property This phenomenon exists in all ATE test
(thereby eliminating its future market- software, therefore prompting a tradeoff
ability), or (3) be given to the Air between the level of fault isolation
Force to gain a competitive edge in con- capability and development cost. This

q tract obtinment. Many present' contracts trade is essentially a cost trade be-
for weapo systems contain provisions cause as the fault isolation capability
for Air Force ownership of flight charac- and development cost goes up, the time
teristics data and mission operational to pinpoint a malfunction and its associ-
software for subsequent use in training ated cost goes down. A comprimise that
simulators. is often found on Line Replaceable Unit

(LRU, black box level) testing, is a re-
At the beginning of the coding and check- quirement such as a 95% of all faults to
out phase of ATE operational and support be isolated to within three circuit
software, the ATE test software inter- cards, 90% of all faults to be isolated
face is explicitly defined. This allows within two circuit cards, and 80% of all
the Analysis phase of the ATE test soft- faults to be a single circuit card.
ware to proceed. The ATE test software
is unique in that it consists of a For large scale ATE the cost of the test
series of independent application pro- software usually is by far the predomi-
grams normally developed by someone nate software development cost. This is
other than the ATE station contractor. true because an individual test program
(i.e.: UUT vendor or weapon system prime must be generated for each UUT. In
contractor). They must each therefore, addition, few newly developed test
be contracted for in a manner identical programs can rely on existing software
to contracting for other software. The modules but rather must be newly
cost estimating methods in this guide- developed in their entirety. Table 4.3-1
book apply equally well to the ATE test presents a list of ATE LRU test software
software. Most ATE software is manually development cost, as presented in the
developed in the four phase sequence Avionics Intermediate Support for
described in this section. One notable Advanced Medium STOL Transport report
exception exists; this being the com- (Technical Memorandum ENEG-TM-77-1).
puter generation of ATE test programs These data show the estimated level of
for digital circuit cards (only). This costs that are anticipated based on F-15
process, known as Automatic Test Program and F-111 programs (which contain units
Generation (ATPG), reduces, via automa- that are functionally similar).
tion, the effort in the detailed design
and coding and checkout phases. Because The Table 4.3-1 estimated costs were ob-
these phases are automated, they reduce tained by analogy to existing test pack-
substantially the number of programmer age costs (F-15 and F-111). As the test
manhours development required for a package development progresses and the
price of only a relatively small number new LRU's design becomes well defined,
of computer hours. An example of the more detailed estimates are periodically
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PERCENT OF TEST

COMPREHENSIVENESS
VS. APPROXIMATE
SOFTWARE GENERATION COST 0
FOR AVERAGE COMPLEXITY
DIGITAL CIRCUIT CARD
1PROGRAMMER GENERATED
ATE TEST SOFTWARE AND
AUTOMATIC TEST PROGRAM

* GENERATION) $15.000

"i$110, 00

01A~o0
"---- t' ' c' @pr , o c'°

70%80%90% 100%

PERCENT TEST COMPREHENSIVENESS

Figure 4.3-1 Dii'tal Ormuit Cmd Test Softe Gum ration Cost
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Tal 4.3 . A E LRU Too Sefton Deovwt Cub

LRU Estimated ATE
Complexity Test Software
Level Typical LRUs Development Cost

Very Simple APN-194 Radar Altimeter Antenna (AS-2038)
APN-169 Station Keeping Radar Amplifier (AM-6308) $ 23K

Simple AIC-18 Interphone Amplifier (AM-1963)
AIC-13 Public Address Control (C-1614) $ 139K

Average ARC-123 HR Radio Amplifier (AM-4573)
ARC-164 UHF Radio Receiver/Transmitter (RT-1145) $ 556K

Complex APN-194 Radar Altimeter Receiver/Transmitter (RT-1042)
APX-1O1 IFF Receiver/Transmitter (RT-1063) $1160K

* Very Complex APN-169 Station Keeping Radar Coders/Decoder (KY-567)
AVQ-30 Weather Radar Receiver/Transmitter (RT) $2780K
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updated based on LRU interface connector as that manpower effort expended by the
pin count, part complexity (active, pas- personnel attached to the software group
sive microelectronics), LRU circuit who did the initial software develop-
interface functions, Radio Frequency ment. The question arises however,
(RF), power, digital, analogy, and the whether the time expended in TS or ATE
number of test steps as the code and system operations should be applied to
checkout phase for each ATE test program software development, i.e. is the soft-
is entered. ware being de-bugged or is the system be-

ing de-bugged? Normally during TS or ATE
4.4 INTEGRATION AND TEST operational and support software develop-

ment, both the hardware and software are
The integration phase involves, (1) new and the integration and test phase
cpsts to accomplish program de-bug to is considered basically a system check-
the point of functional operation of all out. During ATE test software integra-

* software components and all hardware/ tion and test, both the UUT and the ATE
software interfaces, (2) generation of test station are operational. Since the
documentation to thoroughly describe the only hardware then involved in ATE test

4 as-built program, (3) test accomplish- software is the Interface Test Adapter
ment for system validation, and (4) an (ITA), there is a tendency to consider
operational (users) manual. Completion this phase software development.
of the integration and test phase signi-
fies transfer of efforts from an engi- The primary Air Force cost function in
neering task to that of a quality the integration and test phase is to mon-
assurance task for Formal Qualification itor the cost in a manner similar to
Review and certification (based on the that during the code and checkout phase.
documentation developed in the integra- Particular diligence is required in this
tion phase). The cost of both integra- activity since this is a vital phase,
tion and test will include Utilization where the systems must satisfy all the

* of the entire TS or ATE system and sup- functional and operational requirements,
porting facilities and personnel. and the cost to correct technical or

incompatibility problems can quickly
The question of specifically what consti- exceed cost estimates.
tutes software costs is most pronounced
in the integration and test phase. In 4.5 TOTAL DEVELOPMENT COSTS
previous phases, software items were
those WBS and requirement items that There are two activities that occur af-
were associated with system control func- ter software validation: installation,
tions, their description (flow diagrams) and operation and support (deployment
and generation of a software media (cod- and maintenance). These have not been
ing). However, during the integration discussed because once the initial soft-
and test phase, this uniqueness is less ware media and associated documentation
well defined as this phase is not actu- have been accepted, subsequent copies
ally a software phase, but more properly are readily and inexpensively produced
a systems phase. The purpose is to pro- with little or no engineering required.
vide system operation by proper inter- The primary effort on software that is
action between the hardware, software, encountered during these two phases is
documentation and man/machine interface, software maintenance, which is discussed

in Section 5 of this guidebook and in
The personnel who developed the software the Computer Program Maintenance
through the coding and checkout phase guidebook.
will be assisted by hardware designers,
test engineers, quality assurance Throughout the ATE and TS software devel-
personnel and various support groups. opment cycle, the software is dependent
For budgeting purposes many organiza- on ATE and TS system development. This
tions will identify the software tasks means that software costing is not
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treated as a separate entity in cost the operational mission program is util-
measuring or reporting. Although the WBS ized; however, modifications will usu-
will identify the software aspects, the ally have to be made to allow it to
cost accounting system will not, as indi- operate properly in the TS environment
cated in paragraph 3.4 of this guide- and to interface properly with the TS
book, normally make specific reports or data simulation programs. In flight TS
consideration for software. This then the reduction, coding and modification
makes it incumbent upon the individual of flight data will have to be
concerned with the software to be famil- undertaken to produce representation of
iar with the entire systems task. This the aircraft dynamics characteristics.
is particularly true during the later For ATE test program development, UUTs
phases when software cost considerations will have to be leased or purchased to
are mainly that of cost monitoring, allow checkout of the program. Training

programs will have to be setup for the
There are numerous costs associated with specific programs that are to be
software program development that are utilized. The examples presented here
not immediately considered in the direct are not intended to be exhaustive, but
line development. The most straightfor- rather to give an idea of some of the
ward is the purchase of off-line compu- ancillary cost items that will be
ter time or purchase of a dedicated encountered and should be addressed in
program development computer to handle the WBS.
software simulations, compiling and syn-
tax correction. In TS mission simulators

/
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T sSection 5.0 SOFTWARE MAINTENANCE COSTS

The cost of software is often a large correction and simulation running, docu-
component of total TS and life cycle mentation updating, system level de-bug
costs. Software maintenance, which re- (integration), and validation and config-
sults from error removal, operating im- uration control. These efforts necessi-
provements, and system requirement tate not only programmers, computing
changes, is any activity which alters facilities and system components; but
previously developed software. This sec- also support services such as resource
tion, which discusses cost aspects of planning, change control, configuration
maintaining existing software, is there- management, document control, and logis-
fore a discussion relative to the cost tics support.
of changes; and changes are expensive.
Most system overrun costs are do to Changes, and thereby maintenance, can be
changes that occur for numerous reasons. classified as those occurring both prior
Both the Air Force and aerospace contrac- to Air Force software acceptance and
tors are prone to some extent of those occurring subsequent to accep-

* utilizing changes to make up for under- tance, i.e. before and after deployment.
estimated costs and to cover poor prior Those after acceptance can be imple-
planning. In this respect, the Air Force mented either by Air Force or by an
may fund desired efforts by the change appropriate contractor. A prime consider-
route rather than obtaining appropria- ation is the Air Force ownership and pos-
Lion for a new system (which would be session of the TS or ATE software source
much harder to obtain). Similarly an code. This code, as opposed to the nor-
aerospace contractor may marginally bid mally obtained object code which only
a TS or ATE contract with the hope or makes sense to a machine, is mandatory
intent of making an overall profit on to provide the Air Force the flexibility
the subsequent and inevitable changes to incorporate changes itself or from a
associated with the development phase. contractor other than the one which orig-
However, the vast majority of changes inally developed the program. Although
are a necessary and expected part of there is an additional cost associated
developing a new TS or ATE system and with source code purchase, most recent
should be accepted as a portion of the software acquisitions include the source
overall task with appropriate planning code because of this downstream mainte-
and consideration. nance flexibility. In the ATE area,

essentially all new test software is
The Computer Program Maintenance Guide- being developed in ATLAS which is an
book provides a detailed discussion of English language type higher order
the aspects of maintenance relative to language. Procurement of ATLAS source
ATE and TS. That guidebook should be con- code provides a relatively easy data
sulted to understand the significance base to incorporate future changes. Para-
and extensiveness of maintenance as it graph 6.2.3 of the maintenance guidebook
relates to TS and ATE software. Specific provides a description of this organic
paragraphs of the maintenance guidebook (Air Force) capability verses contractorare referenced in this section rather support with respect to life cycle costi

than include excessive duplication, trades. Paragraph 4.1 of the maintenance
guidebook describes the maintenance plan-

5.1 SOFTWARE MAINTENANCE FACILITIES ning activities including the resources
AND ACTIVITIES that must be considered.

The cost associated with software mainte- Changes prior to Air Force acceptance
nance derive from activities similar to are implemented by the software develop-
development of new programs. This in- ment contractor by necessity, and are
cludes planning for change implementa-
tion, program writing/rewriting, syntax
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classified as Class I or Class I. Class 5.2.1 Step 1 - Estimating Difficulty
I changes are Air Force funded and imple- of Task
mented via an ECP. Class II changes are
contractor funded and are usually for The estimating task should begin with
error correction. ECPs are handled analysis of the software that is to be
through a change board which schedules maintained, and an assessment of the
and plans all aspects of the change. difficulty of doing the work. For this
Estimates are provided in the same purpose, the generalizations are made:
manner as for the proposal prior to ECP
approval. The sequence of implementation If the Software Then Mainte-
events is described in section 4 of this Type is: nance will be:
guidebook. Because the change is
incorporated in sequence with the basic Mathematical Medium
contract development, a high level of Operations
detail is required in describing exactly Non Real Time Input, Easy
what effort is required and when it will Output
be accomplished relative to the existing File, Data Base Hard
schedule. This detail planning can take Manipulation
a substantial amount of time. Therefore, Logic Operations Medium
it is not unusual to initiate the first ATE Signal Medium
phases via pre-approval implemntation Processing
as agreed between the Air Force and the Real Time or Hard
contractor. Executive

Real Time Input/ Hard
5.2 CHANGE ESTIMATING Output

ATE and TS software change estimating is Corresponding to this assessment, we can
similar to initial software estimating assume the following rates of program-
in that all aspects of the task must be ming productivity:
broken into their component parts (simi-
lar to the WBS) for item by item If Maintenance is: Then Productiv-
pricing. The estimating is accomplished ity will be:
in the same manner as in an original
contract proposal estimation. Paragraph Easy 6000 HOL State-
3.2 of this guidebook provides ments/Man-Year
estimating methods that are utilized and
paragraph 3.1 discusses the various Medium 3000 HOL State-
models that are available. ments/Man-Year

The one main estimating method that is Hard 1200 HOL State-
not directly applicable to paragraph 3.2 ments/Man-Year
is that of estimating the level of main-
tenance effort that will take place af- 5.2.2 Step 2 - Estimating the Change
ter Air Force acceptance (as opposed to Rate
individual change estimating). A general
"rule of thumb" that most individuals The next step is to count or estimate
use is that the ongoing level of mainte- the number of statements of each type in
nance, per year, will average between the software, and to estimate the frac-
eight and twelve percent of the original tion of the total that is likely to be
total cost of development. A more pre- changed each year. As a rule, the "easy"
cise method, based on experience of The routines are most likely to be changed
Boeing Company and modified for applica- and the "hard" ones least likely. The
tion to ATE and TS systems, is as acquisition engineer then makes an esti-
follows, mate, based on his judgement of the spe-
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cific requirements of the job at hand, For the first year, standard labor rates
experience with other support systems, should apply. For all years after the
etc., as to the percentage of difficulty first, the rate should be composed as:
each category of software will change.
Boeing experience has indicated that Labor = (Standard Rate) +
ground system software is such that ap- ((Turnover Rate)* (Training Cost))
proximately 15% of "easy," 5% of "me-
dium" and 1% of "hard" coding is changed Where "training cost" is an estimate of
each year. the cost to bring a new assignee to full

productivity.
5.2.3 Step 3 - Estimating the Labor
Expenditure 5.2.6 Step 6 - Estimating Total Labor

Costs
Given the above assessments, you can now
calculate the rate at which you will use The last step is to simply multiply
programmer labor for the maintenance these yearly labor rates by the "equiv-
tasks: alent heads" number derived in Step 3,

and compute the sum.
Equivalent Heads, =
In Man-Years 5.3 TOTAL MAINTENANCE COSTS

E (Total Statementsk) (change Ratek) Since maintenance costs can be such a
__significant part of system costs, design-

K (Producti ing for maintainable software and includ-
Kvityk) ing estimates for this function in an
where k indexes the categories of original estimate, is an economically
"easy," 'medium," and "hard." wise decision. Paragraph 3.2 of the main-

tenance guidebook provides an illustra-
5.2.4 Step 4 - Estimating Personnel tion of the relative dramatic increase
Turnover in maintenance costs as a development

program progresses. This increasing cost
It is common practice to employ younger, of maintenance is caused by the fact
less-experienced programmers in mainte- that as a program progresses, more-and-
nance assignments, with the result that more code, documentation, and completed
such activities often involve a high software programs will be affected; plus
rate of personnel turnover. Because this the fact that as software modules become
can have a significant effect on labor integrated the "domino effect" takes
costs, turnover rates should be consid- place. This affect is caused by the in-
ered. teractions of software statements, so

*that when a change is inserted, far
The industry turnover rate most fre- reaching affects come into play. Para-
quently used is 30%. USAF personnel turn- graph 3.1.2 of this guidebook discusses
over rates for the operating base, or software operational and support costs.
using command, of the ATE or TS being A common shortcoming in cost projections
provided should be used in most cases. is the allocation of insufficient budget

and resources to account for this mainte-
5.2.5 Step 5 - Estimating Labor Cost nance of delivered software. The Com-
Rates puter Resources Integrated Support Plan

(CRISP) is intended to fully identify
* The people who will be assigned to tasks these required maintenance items.

as replacements for others who leave nor-
mally will have to be trained and, for The CRISP identifies organizational rela-
some period of time, may be less than tionships and responsibilities for the
fully productive. management and technical support of com-
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puter resources, and is prepared with mates have been incorporated into O&S
the guidelines specified in AFR 800-14, funding to provide for software mainte-
Volume II. It functions during the full nance.
scale development phase to identify com-
puter resources necessary to support com- For full cycle maintenance considera-
puter programs after transfer of program tions, it must be remembered that a con-
management responsibility and system tractor's proposal to a RFP does not
turnover to the using command. It contin- include any items for maintenance, (pre-
ues to function after the transfer of delivery ECPs), and that all funded
program mananagement responsibility and changes that occur will be in addition
system turnover, as the basic agreement to the original contract costs. Since
between the supporting and using com- the aggregate ECP costs can exceed the
mands for management and support of com- original software cost estimates, each
puter resources. It is incumbent upon ECP cost and those of projected ECPs
the ATE or TS software manager to insure must be carefully examined whenever to-
that all necessary items are identified tal life cycle costs are being con-
in the CRISP, and that sufficient esti- sidered.
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Section 6.0 BASIC COST REPORTS

Paragraph 3.4 discussed the purpose and is applicable to on-going contracts only
the use of cost reports very generally, in those cases where the procuring agen-
This section explains the specified fi- cies consider it necessary to support
nance reports that would be required by program management needs and DOD require-
the Air Force. ments for information. Some of the fac-

tors which may affect applications to
The periodic performance and funding on-going contracts are anticipated time
reports are the Cost Performance Report to contract completion, anticipated pro-
(CPR), consisting of five different for- gram deferrals, and the relative impor-
mats (see Figures 6.2-1 thru 6.2-5), the tance of subcontracts. The CPR will
Cost/Schedule Status Report (C/SSR) (See normally not be required on either firm-
Figure 6.2-6), and the Contract Funds fixed-price contracts or those where
Status Report (CFSR) (see Figure 6.2-7). C/SCSC is not required.
The performance reporting is done either
with the CPR or C/SSR which are final The CPR will normally be required on a
outputs generated by the contractor's monthly basis and submitted to the pro-
supporting computer data runs. These re- curing activity no later than the 25th
ports show program actual progress and day following the reporting cut-off
expected future program status. Serving date. The level of detail to be reported
as managerial tools for decision making will normally be limited to level three
and planning, they indicate areas where of the WBS (e.g. Level I = aircraft sys-
further in-depth analysis may be neces- tem; Level II = air vehicle; Level III =
sary. These reports provide the means to airframe; Level IV = wing; Level V =
collect summary level cost and schedule Flaps) or higher, except when a problem
performance data. The CFSR is used to area is indicated at a lower level of
provide funding data and is used by both the WBS, in which case more detailed
parties to assess funding requirements. data will be provided until the problem

is resolved. In all cases, the CPR is
Contractors are encouraged to substitute subject to tailoring to require less
internal reports for these three reports data via negotiations.
provided that the data elements and defi-
nitions are comparable to the basic re- The CPR consists of five formats (see
ports and that the reports are in forms Figure 6.2-1 thru 6.?- 5). Format One
suitable for management use. provides data to measure cost and sched-

ule performance by summary level work
6.1 COST REPORT REQUIREMENTS ireakdown structure elements. Format Two

provides a similar measurement by organi-
The CPR reflects data by the C/SCSC sys- zational or functional cost categories.
tem. It is intended to provide early 7ormat Three provides the budget base-
identification of problems having signif- line plan against which performance is
icant cost/schedule impact, to provide measured. Format Four provides manpower
effects of management actions taken to loading forecasts for correlation with
resolve existing problems, and to pro- the budget plan and cost estimate predic-
, ide program status information for use tions. Forma Five is a narrative report
in making and validating management used to explain significant cost and
decisions, schedule variances and other identified

contract problems.
The CPR will be applied to selected con-
tracts within those programs designated The C/SSR (see Figure 6.2-6) is applic-
as major defense systems. It will be es- able to contracts of $2 million or more
tablished as a contractual requirement and of more than one year duration which
as stated on the CDRL and DID. The CPR do not use the CPR. Five areas of C/SSR
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are common with the CPR. C/SSR is nor- The CFSR (See Figure 6.2-7) is normally
mally not required on firm-fixed-price applicable to all contracts over
contracts. Application of C/SSR to on- $500,000. It is intended to supply fund-
going programs is held to a minimum as ing data that, with other performance
well as are the data requirements. C/SSR measurement inputs, provide DOD informa-
will be established as a contractual re- tion to update and forecast contract
quirement. Data reported will normally fund requirements, to plan and make deci-
be limited to WBS level two and selected sions on funding changes, to develop
level three items. Data will be reported fund requirements and budget estimates
monthly, normally due by the 25th day of in support of approved programs, and to
the following month. determine those funds in excess of con-

tract needs that are available for de-
Application of the C/SSR does not in- obligation. The CFSR may be implemented
volve certain of the unique requirements at a reduced level of reporting for con-
or disciplines of the C/SCSC such as use tracts between $100,000 to $500,000, for
of work packages for determining BCWP un- time and material contracts, and for in-
less these methods constitute the con- formation on limited funding require-
tractor's normal way of doing business. ments. The CSFR is normally not required
Derivation of BCWP is left to the con- on firm-fixed price contracts, on con-
tractor, subject to negotiation and tracts less than $100,000, on contracts

q inclusion in the contract. Variance of less than six months expected dura-
thresholds which, if exceeded, require tion, and on facilities contracts.
problem analysis and narrative explana-
tions, will be as specified in the con- 6.2 COST REPORT DESCRIPTION

- tract or as mutually agreed to by the
contracting parties. The following figures constitute ex-

amples of the cost reporting forms
associated with paragraph 6.1.
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Section 8.0 MATRIX: GUIDEBOOK TOPICS VS. GOVERNMENT DOCUMENTATION

The elements in Figure 8.0-1 correspond
to the sections in the guidebook wherein
the corresponding topic is discussed to
the largest extent.
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Section 9.0 GLOSSARY OF TERMS

Algorithm - A set of rules or processes Contract Funds Status Report - A report,
for solving a problem in a finite number normally applicable to all contracts
of steps. This software procedure can be over $500,000, to supply the AF with
presented to a computer precisely and in funding data. This report is intended to
a standard form, the computer then tak- provide DOD information to update and
ing the algorithm's course of action to forecast contract fund requirements, to
solve the problem. plan and make descisions on funding

changes, to develop fund requirements
Armed Forces Procurement Regulation - An and budget estimates in support of ap-
interservice publication which is the proved programs, and to determine those
basic source-book for the procurement funds in excess of contract needs that
process. The ASPR is the "Bible" for all are available for deobligatlon.
contracting by the DOD upon which Air
Force regulations and manuals interpret Cost Performance Report - A five format
and implement the requirements and pol- cost report (Work Breakdown Structure,
icy found therein. Functional Categories, Baseline, Man-

power Loading, and problem Analysis)
* Computer Program - A series of instruc- generated by the contractor. The Cost
* tions or statements in a form acceptable Performance Report, which reflects data

to computer equipment, designed to cause produced by the C/SCSC system, is in-
the execution of an operation or series tended to provide early identification
of operations. Computer programs include of problems having significant cost/
such items as operating systems, and schedule impact, to provide effects of
maintenance/diagnostic programs. They management actions taken to resolve
also include applications programs such existing problems, and to provide pro-
as payroll, inventory control, opera- gram status information for use in mak-
tional flight, strategic, tactical ing and validating management decisions.
automatic test, crew simulator and engi-
neering analysis programs. Computer pro- Computer Program Configuration Items - A
grams may be either machine dependent or computer program or aggregate of related
machine independent, and may be general computer programs designated for configu-
purpose in nature or be designed to sat- ration management. A CPCI may be a
isfy the requirements of a specialized punched deck of cards, paper or magnetic
process of a particular user. tape or other media containing a se-

quence of instructions and data in a
Computer Program Development Cycle - The form suitable for insertion into a digi-
computer program development cycle con- tal computer.
sists of six phases: analysis, design,
coding and checkout, test and integra- Configuration Item - An aggregationtion, installation, and operation and wic satisfies an end use andanden opraio functionan
support. The cycle may span more than is designated for configuration manage-
one system acquisition life cycle phase ment.
or may be contained in any one phase.

{ (AFR 800-14, Volume II) Configuration Management - A management
discipline applying technical and admin-

Contract - A legally enforceable agree- istrative direction and surveillance to:
ment between two parties (AF/Contractor,
Contractor/sub-contractor) which de- a. Identify and document the func-
scribes a program for product acquisi- tional and physical characteristics of a
tion. The contract contains the System configuration Item;
Specifications, the Statement of Work,
the Contract Data Requirements List, and b. Control changes to those character-
the Work Breakdown Structure. istics; and
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c. Record and report change proces- operation of a computer program or
sing and implementation status. software subsystem.

Control Software - Software used during EstimatinM Model - A graphical or mathe-
execution of a test program which con- matical representation (of a specific
trols the nontesting operations of the work task) which is utilized to calcu-
ATE. This software is used to execute a late the approximate cost to develop
test procedure but does not contain any and/or produce a desired product.
of the stimuli or measurement parameters
used in testing a unit under test. Where Life Cycle Analysis - An analysis of a
test software and control software are systems total cost to the government
combined in one inseparable program, over its full life. It would include the
that program will be. treated as test cost of development, production, opera-
software. (AFLC 66-37) tion, support, and if applicable,

disposal.
Cost/Schedule Status Report - A cost
report, applicable to contracts of $2 Logic Flow - A diagrammatic representa-
million or more and of more than one tion of the logic sequence for a compu-
year duration, which do not use the Cost ter program. Logic flows may take the
Performance Report. The Cost/Schedule form of the traditional flow charts or

* Status Report provides a means of col- in some other form such as a program de-
* lecting summary level cost and schedule sign language.

performance status information on con-
tracts on which Cost/Schedule Control Organic - A term used to designate a
Systems Criteria is not a requirement. task performed by the Air Force rather
The application of the Cost/Schedule than a contractor.
Status Report does not involve certain
of the unique requirements or disci- Program Design Language - An En-
plines of the Cost/Schedule Control Sys- glish-like, specially formatted, textual
tems Criteria. language describing the control struc-

ture, and general organization of a com-
Cost/Schedule Control Systems Criteria - puter program. Essential features of a
A cost/schedule control system intenaed program design language are:
to provide an adequate basis for deci-
sion making by both contractor manage- a. It is an English-like representa-
ment and DOD components. AFSCP/AFLCP tion of a computer that is easy to read
173-5 provides the precise definitions and comprehend.
and instructions for the Cost/Schedule
Control System Criteria program to be b. It is structured in the sense that
implemented by the contractor. In accor- it utilizes the structured programming
dance with the Cost/Schedule Control control structures and indentation to
Systems Criteria, the contractor's inter- show nested logic.
nal management control systems must pro-
vide data which indicates work progress; c. It uses full words or phrases
which properly relates cost, schedule, rather than the graphic symbols used in
and technical accomplishment; which are flow charts and decision tables.
timely, valid, and auditable; and which
supply DOD managers with information at Quality Assurance - A planned and sys-
a practical level of summarization. tematic pattern of all software-related

actions necessary to provide adequate
Data Base - A collection of program confidence that computer program con-
code, tables, constants, interface ele- figuration items or products conform to
ments and other data essential to the establish software technical require-

ments and that they achieve satisfactory
performance.
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Software - A combination of associated Test Software - Programs which implement
computer programs and computer data re- documented test requirements. There is a
quired to enable the computer equipment separate test program written for each
to perform computational or control distinct configuration of unit under
functions. test (AFLC 66-37).

Source Selection - The process of select- Validation - Computer program validation
ing which among competing contractors isthe test and evaluation of the com-
shall be awarded a contract. A signifi- plete computer program aimed at ensuring
cant portion of this involves evaluation compliance with performance and design
of proposals to determine the degree to criteria.
which the government's requirements
would be satisfied. Verification - Computer program verifica-

tion is the iterative process of continu-
Support Software - Auxiliary software ously determining whether the product of
used to aid in preparing, analyzing and each step of the computer program acqui-
maintaining other software. Support soft- sition process fulfills all requirements
ware is never used during the execution levied by the previous step, including
of a test on a tester, although it may those set for quality.
be resident either on-line or off-line.
Included are assemblies, compilers, Work Breakdown Structure - A standard
translators, loaders, design aids, test method for structuring a program into
aids, etc. (AFLC 66-37). its various required work tasks. A Work

Breakdown Structure is implemented per
System Engineering - The application of MIL-STD-881A under the guidance in AFR
scientific and engineering efforts to 800-17. When subdivided as necessary by
transform an operational need or state- the contractor to identify tasks associ-
ment of deficiency into a description of ated with a single responsible organiza-
systems requirements and a preferred sys- tion, it provides a basis for contract
tem configuration that has been opti- planning, status determination, and
mized from a life cycle viewpoint. The reporting.
process has three principal elements:
functional analysis, synthesis, and
trade studies or cost-effectiveness opti-
mization.
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Section 10.0 ABBREVIATIONS AND ACRONYMS

ACWP Actual Cost of Work Performed CPU Central Processing Unit

AFAL Air Force Avionics Lab. CRISP Computer Resources Integrated
Support Plan

AFLCP Air Force Logistics Command
Pamphlet CRM Contract Responsibility Matrix

AFPRO Air Force Plant Representative CRT Cathode Ray Tube
Office

D&D Design and Development
AFR Air Force Regulation

DBMS Data Base Management System
AFSCP Air Force Systems Command

Pamphlet DDT&E Design, Development, Test
and Evaluation

ASPR Armed Forces Procurement
Regulation DID Data Item Description

ASUPT Advanced Simulator DOD Department of Defense
Undergraduate Pilot Training

DODI Department of Defense
ATE Automatic Test Equipment Instruction

ATLAS Abbreviated Test Language for ECP Engineering Change Proposal
: all Systems

aTP u stm st ESD Electronic Systems Division
" , ATPG Automatic Test Program

Generation FACI First Article Configuration
Inspection

BCWP Budgeted Cost of Work
Performed FCA Functional Configur3tion Audit

- BCWS Budgeted Cost of Work FY Fiscal Year
Scheduled

GRC General Research Corporation
I C/SCSC Cost/Schedule Control Systems

Criteria HEW Health, Education and 1,elfare

C/SSR Cost/Schedule Status Report HOL Higher Order Language

CCP Contract Change Proposal IBM International Business
Machine Co.

* CDR Critical Design Review
IMS Integrated Management System

CDRL Contract Data Requirements
List I/O Input/Output

CER Cost Estimating Relationship ITA Interface Test Adapter

CFSR Contract Funds Status Report LOE Level of Effort

CPR Cost Performance Report LRU Line Replaceable Unit
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LSI Large Scale Integrated RSS Regulations, Specifications
Circuitry and Standards

MEAC Management Estimate at SAE Software Acquisition

Completion Engineering

NAA North American Autonetics SDC System Development Corporation

O&M Operation and Maintenance SOW Statement of Work

O&S Operation and Support SPO Systems Program Office

PAR Problem Analysis Report STOL Short Take Off and Landing

PCA Physical Configuration Audit T.O. Technical Order

PDR Preliminary Design Review TRD Test Requirement Document

RCA Radio Corporation of America TS Training Simulator

* RD&A Requirements Definition and UUT Unit Under Test
* Analysis VAR Variance Analysis Report

RDT&E Research, Development, Test
and Evaluation VDD Version Description Document

RF Radio Frequency V&V Validation and Verification

RFP Request for Proposal VV&C Verification, Validation and
Certification

ROC Required Operational
Capability WBS Work Breakdown Structure

6
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Section 11.0 INDEX OF DOCUMENT TOPICS

Air Force Documents 2.0, 3.4.1, 3.5, 4.2, 5.3

Analysis Phase 3.2.2.1, 4.1

ATE Unique 1.3.2, 3.0, 3.4.3, 3.5, 4.0, 4.3

Automatic Test Program Generation 4.3

Changes 3.0, 3.3, 3.4.2.5, 3.6.1, 4.2, 4.3,
4.5, 5.0, 5.1, 5.2, 5.3

Coding and Checkout 3.2.2.4, 4.3

Contractor Cost Data Reporting System 3.2, 3.4.2, 3.4.2.1, 3.4.2.2,
3.4.2.3, 3.4.2.4, 3.4.2.5, 4.0

Cost Acounting 3.4.2.1, 3.4.2.2, 3.4.2.3, 4.5

Cost Estimating 3.0, 3.1, 3.2, 4.3, 4.5, 5.2

" Cost Reporting and Analysis 3.4.2.4, 4.2, 4.3, 6.0, 6.1, 6.2

Cost/Schedule Control Systems Criteria 3.4, 3.4.2.4, 3.4.2.5, 3.4.3, 6.1

Detailed Design 3.2.2.3, 4.2

Development Costs 3.0, 3.3, 4.0, 4.3

Dollar Amounts 3.4.1, 4.2, 4.3, 6.1

Estimating Methods 3.2, 4.0, 4.1, 5.2

Estimating Models 3.1.1, 3.1.1.1, 3.1.1.2, 3.1.1.3,
3.1.1.4, 3.1.1.5, 3.1.1.6, 3.1.1.7,
3.1.1.8, 3.1.2, 5.2

Higher Order Language 1.3.1, 3.2.1.7, 3.5, 5.1

Integration and Test 3.2.2.5, 4.4

Life Cycle Costs 3.0, 3.1, 3.3, 3.5, 4.1, 4.5, 5.3

Operational and Support Costs 3.0, 3.1.1.3, 3.1.2, 4.5, 5.0, 5.1,
5.2, 5.3

Preliminary Design 3.2.2.2, 4.1

Software Acquisition Engineering 1.2, 4.0, 4.1, 4.2, 4.5, 5.0
Guidebooks
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* TS Unique 1.3.1, 3.0, 3.4.3, 3.6, 4.0, 4.3

3.2.1.1, 3.2.1.5, 3.2.2, 3.4, 3.4.2.1,
Work Breakdown Structure 3.4.2.2, 3.4.2.3, 4.1, 4.5, 5.2
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APPENDIX A: SUMMARY OF EIGHT COST MODELS

Wolverton Model The only required input to the computer
program is the number of instructibns by

In November 1973, Ray W. Wolverton of type (control, input, output, algorithm,
TRW Systems Group presented a paper en- etc., instructions). The program uti-
titled "The Cost of Developing Large lizes ten equations to obtain the cost
Scale Software." This was not the first per instruction for each type. These
attempt at a software cost estimating equations were obtained through regres-
model, but it has become a standard for sion analysis using prior experience
software cost estimation. An earlier data. Costs associated with the level of
attempt by System Development Corpora- effort are computed as follows: (1)
tion provided an exhaustive quantative total cost of the program is calculated
analysis resulting in a data fit for 13 from the number of instructions and cost
factors based on 169 software projects. per instruction by type; (2) analysis is
The Wolverton model is the most widely 20% of total cost, design is 18.7%, cod-
used and accepted software cost estimat- ing is 21.7%, testing is 28.3% and docu-
ing technique developed thus far. This mentation is 11.3%.
methodology is applicable to large scale
software development programs which uti- The modified Wolverton Computer Program
lize a "structured programming" design generates program development costs for
approach. Structured programming implies "new" and "old" code, for programs rang-
modular form. ing in "percent difficulty" from 10-90%.

The user, based on subjective decisions
The basis for the model is a data base relative to these characterizations,
containing historical information in the selects the appropriate cost figure from
form of cost per instruction. Wolverton the spectrum of data generated.
assumes that the development cost varies
proportionately with the number of in- ESD Model
structions. For each identified routine,
the procedure combines a user supplied The summary notes of the October 1974
estimate of the number of object instruc- AFSC Electronic Systems Division (ESD)
tions, category and relative degree of sponsored software workshop form the
difficulty, with relationships based on basis for what is referred to herein as
the historical data base, to determine a the "ESD Model".
trial estimate of the total software
development cost. The primary step in using this model is

the determination of the number of de-
The major pitfall with the Wolverton livered executable source instructions;
model lies in the initial estimation of where delivered implies designed, inte-

* the number of instructions by degree of grated, tested and documented. Source
difficulty and category. Once these esti- instructions, which for this discussion

* mates are obtained the model is easily exclude comment cards, are considered a
applied. Results naturally depend on the better estimation factor than the number

* accuracy of the initial estimates. of object instructions used in the
Wolverton and Modified Wolverton models.

* Modified Wolverton Model
Once the number of instructions and the

AFAL/AAA-3 developed a computerized ver- language are known, cost factors are
sion of the Wolverton Model for rapid used to arrive at the basic cost figure.
analysis of software development costs. Many factors affect the cost estimate,

such as whether it is a real-time appli-
cation program, familiar or unfamiliar
program, etc.
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The "relation to cost" for several of The Tecolote Model
the factors identified as influencing
software cost are listed as "subjec- The Tecolote Model refers to the basic
tive". The size and structure of the equations extracted from a report by
data base is an extremely important Brad C. Frederic entitled, "A Provi-
parameter. Quite naturally, the effect sional Model for Estimating Computer
on cost is more for large data file Program Development Costs," December
oriented projects but as of yet, no 1974, prepared by Brad C. Frederic of
quantative relationship similar to those Tecolote Research, Inc., Santa Barbara,
developed for cost-per-instruction has California, for the Resource Analysis
been established. The complexity factor Branch, Office of the Chief of Naval
has not been defined in a way so as to Operations, Department of the Navy.
be reliable in a cost formula. Attempts
have been made to correlate costs with The report emphasized the problem of ob-
such factors as number of interfaces, taining data to perform statistical anal-
percentage of branch statements and num- ysis and noted that three large software
ber of paths through a program, but with- cost data bases had been already com-
out any highly reliable correlations. piled at System Developemnt Corporation
The effect on cost that the development (SDC), TRW, and North American Auto-
environment has, is the added cost re- netics (NAA). There were problems in the
quired to adapt software to actual opera- data collected by Tecolote (387 separate
tional conditions, such as different points from 15 source references) that
computer configuration and operating proved insurmountable. Since the data
procedures. These costs can be quite sig- had to be collected from rather outdated
nificant in some instances, but can only published sources, locating original re-
be estimated subjectively, searchers to interpret the data was not

feasible. Therefore, the data base could
Programmer skill is considered by many not be properly qualified or normalized.
experienced estimators to be the most Hence, Tecolote elected to undertake a
important factor affecting software de- small sample approach (5 data points)
velopment costs. Productivity variations utilizing only data which were thor-
of 5:1 between individuals are common. oughly understood, and where "the esti-
Also, yet to be developed are the quanti- mating relationships developed would be
tative effects on cost of using develop- more in the nature of engineering scal-
ment techniques such as structured ing laws than strictly derived statis-
programming, top-down development, chief tical equations."
programmer teams and automated aids. It
is generally agreed that systematic ap- The Tecolote analysis of software devel-
proaches to software development are opment included the following activi-
better than disorganized ones. Payoffs ties:
for the use of systematic software devel-
opment techniques are in both develop- a. Software requirements generation.
ment costs and operation and maintenance
costs. b. Preliminary software design (and

release).
To sum up the ESD approach, the basic
cost is arrived at by utilizing the num- c. Detailed software design (and
ber of instructions times the cost per release).
instruction and adding cost for type ofIprogram, (unfamiliar, real-time, etc.). d. Code and debug.

Subjective factors are then applied to
adjust cost to reflect the development e. Development testing.
technique, personnel, etc.

f. Validation testing.
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g. Operation demonstration (and (2) Non-standardization of compu-
handover). ters between machines.

The types of computer architectures Operational program or support program
which this study included were single problem areas identified were:
CPU, democratic, and autocratic. Single
CPU involves a single central processor a. Timing and accuracy problems.
with storage and peripherals. The demo-
cratic architectures consider multiple b. Inability to transfer simulation
CPU's operating in parallel with pair- activities of one contractor to another
wise communication, common storage and due to language and machine differences.
peripherals. Autocratic is a combina-
tion of single CPU's and democratic c. Inadequate and changing specifi-
subsystems acting in a parallel, under cations.
the control of a separate single CPU
executive. Mr. Frederic noted that com- d. Lack of an organized method of
puter system speed and fast storage ca- defining endpoints and of various devel-
pacity are the major driver of software opment phases.
requirements. The size of the program in
this model is the number of machine lan- The data base used to develop the cost
guage instructions. The size can be in- equation for real-time software program
put as either the number of operational costs, consisted of 13 large-scale pro-
instructions or the number of delivered grams (primarily airborne and space
instructions, oriented programs). The cost equation

derived from a regression analysis of
Aerospace Model those 13 data points.

The model referred to here as the "Aero- Man-months = 0.057 (Instruction) 0.94

space Model" was taken from a 1975 Aero-
space Corporation report on cost The sample size for operational support
estimating. The data used to develop the programs consisted of 7 data points
cost equations for this model were di- (both airborne and ground software pro-
vided into two groups or types of pro- grams were in the data base). The result-
gramming efforts, real-time programs and ing equation for support software
support programs. Included in the cost man-months estimation is:
data are costs that accrued as a result
of problems encountered in developing a Man-months = 2.012 (Instruction)
large-scale software program. The real-
time software program development pro- The comment about language type men-
blem areas identified were: tioned above holds true in this case aswell.

a. Limited core storage of 
computers.

Once the number of man-months required
b. Timing requirements. for the development is estimated using

both equations, a dollar value per man-
* c. Accuracy requirements. month is used to derive the total devel-

opment cost. The estimated cost per
d. Fixed-point arithmetic, man-month would obviously vary with the

particular company performing the pro-
e. Changing specifications. gramming function. For planning

purposes, an average of $5,000 per man-
f. Real-time simulations. month is used by Aerospace.

(1) Inability to interface lan-
guages.
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GRC Model Configuration and reliability require-
ments are incorporated, together with

The GRC model was taken from a report technology growth and inflation, to de-
entitled "Estimation of Computer Require- rive representative values for five cost
ments and Software Development Costs", categories in each of three overlapping
March 1974, prepared by M. A. Tabach and development phases. The cross-classifica-
M. C. Ditmore of General Research Corpo- tions used are:
ration. The purpose of GRC was to deter-
mine a means of quantifying computer Cost Categories Development Phases
software development costs from overall
system requirements. GRC had previously * Systems * Engineering Design
developed a procedure for determining Engineering
the data processing speed and memory re-
quired to implement various computer * Programming * Implementation
functions from system performance re-
quirements. The report presents a cost * Configuration * Test and
estimating relationship (CER) for compu- Control Integration
ter software development which models
the effects of the following: (1) pro- * Documentation
gram size, (2) computer language, (3)

* complexity, and (4) hardware con- * Program Management
straints. The key conclusion of the re-
port was that the program size, used PRICE S also derives typical schedules
along with the effects of program com- for the work to be accomplished. The
plexity, high-level language, and hard- user may accept these schedules or spec-
ware constraints, is a reasonable ify alternative schedules of his own.
predictor of software development costs. User specified schedules are examined in-

ternally, and costs are adjusted to
Price Software Model account for apparent schedule accelera-

tions, stretch-outs and phase transition
The PRICE Software Model (PRICE S) ap- inefficiencies. These adjustments are
plies RCA's parametric cost-modeling made with reference to representative
methods to help managers and analysts resource expenditure profiles, which the
estimate costs for computer software user may adjust to fit his needs.
development. The key ingredients of this

- philosophy are: Three modes of operation are available:
Normal Operation, ECIRP and GEOSYN. The

a. Interactive operations, with Normal mode is used to compute costs
* conversational input and output. directly from user inputs. ECIRP, in

contrast, enables PRICE S to be run "in
b. A parametric approach, derived reverse" to calculate complexity factors

from experience and supported by from known project costs. Complexity
emperical evidence, factors remain constant regardless of

the magnitude of the scope of work or
c. Efficient problem description, performance schedule variations. The

with a small set of easily comprehended factors are used to calibrate the model
input factors. to reflect experience resources as appro-

*priate to specific classes of computer
d. Internal self-checking for con- programs or their application type.

sistency of input parameters. Within the model, the complexity factors
are adjusted as well as technological

e. Customizing flexibility, so that time variations. The ECIRP mode pre-
users may adapt the model to match serves all normal PRICE S relationships,
individual experience and applications, and its reverse-operation capability
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greatly facilitates user/model calibra- models listed above, since only one para-
tion. GEOSYN is similar to ECIRP, except meter must be estimated. This model was
that specified costs are used to compute developed empirically by evaluation of a
typical program sizes and project sched- number of complex software systems which
ules. The GEOSYN mode is used to investi- Boeing had developed over a period of
gate feasibilities and to set go Is for time. This model is, simply:
design-to-cost efforts.

Software Development Costs
The underlying principle of PRICE S is (man-hours) = K12

that all estimates involve all compara-
tive evaluation of new requirements in where,
light of analogous histories. It has
been designed for use by experienced 0.30 < K < 0.33
managers and analysts, to assist them in
translating experience and judgement with real time systems being near the
into reliable, self-consistent, timely high end; test software, data proces-
cost estimates. Price methodology pro- sing, etc., software being near the low
vides a convenient way of reducing end.
empirical data to a few principal vari-
ables, each of which can be readily I = Total number of inputs, plus total
adjusted to account for technological number of outputs, (i.e., the total num-
and economic differences between indi- ber of manipulated quantities). For exam-
vidual projects and organizations. ple, a program written to calculate:

Boeing Model Y = AX2+BX+C has 4 inputs (A,B,C
& X) and one output (Y). For this

Boeing Document D180-20144-1, a Pre- example I = 5.
-.liminary Study on Estimating the Devel-

opment Costs of Software, by R. H. The referenced document describes this
Darrow, describes a model which is per- method in detail and reports on the ex-
haps easier to use than some of the perience data used to generate this

empirical model.
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APPENDIX B: WORK BREAKDOWN STRUCTURE (UBS) TASKS

PHASE I -Re uirements Definition and Define System Processing Requirements
Aayi RDW Obectives (Cont)

This involves definition of what the sys- Define Algorithm Derivation
tern (ATE or TS) is to achieve. Results Information
of Requirements Definition and Analysis State System Boundaries
include: List Volume and Throughput

Expectations
- Definition of the scope and State Qualitative Expectations

objectives of the proposed Ground
System software Define Developmental Requirements

- Feasibility Determination based on Define Developmental Constraints
system requirements and an Document Developmental Assumptions
approach satisfying those Define Developmental Responsibilities

*requirements Define Documentation Requirements
Define Conversion Requirements

- Software development plans Define Portability Requirements
Define Interface(s) With Other

General elemental tasks and sub tasks Systems
are: Define Testing and Acceptance

Criteria
Document User Needs Define Firm Versus Optional

Requi rements
Review and Document User Needs Specify System Expansion Requirements

P-Document Organization and Environment Define Quality Assurance Requirements
Document Existing Methods and Define Developmental Priorities

Procedures
Develop a Glossary Define Operational Requirements

Define Project Scope and Objectives Describe User Interface to System
Requi rements

Define System Boundaries Define Training Requirements
Define System Interfaces Define Human Factor Requirements
Define Project Scope Define Administrative Constraints
Define Project Objectives Document Assumptions
Define Technical Objectives Define Computer Constraints (if any)

Define Recovery and Restart
Define System i/O and Data Base Requirements

Requirements Define Security Requirements
Define Installation Requirements

Identify Output Requirements Define System Reliability
Identify Input Requirements Requirements
Identify Data Base Retrieval Define System Software Maintenance
Requirements Requirements

Identify Data Base Maintenance and Define Priorities Among Operational
Update Requirements Requirements

Define Sastem Processing Requirements Confirm Requirements
Objectives

Review Requirements for Completeness
Define Input and Output Functional Interpret Requirements

SDRelationships Coordinate With Using Conmand
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Analyze Resources, Constraints, Determine Installation and
Assumptions, and Objectives Conversation Requirements

Evaluate Available Resources Determine the Amount of
Evaluate Constraints Non-Machine-Sensible Data
Examine Resources and Constraints for List Differences Between Existing and

Trade-offs New Files
List Hardware Assumptions Sample and Analyze Existing Data
List Time Frame and Schedule Identify Resources Needed for Data

Assumptions Conversion
List Personnel and Facility Identify Programs/Procedures to be

Assumptions Converted
Check Assumptions for Conflicts Determine Hardware Preparation

Develop Performance Criteria from Resources
Objectives Determine Forms Preparation Resources

Determine Implementation Approach
Analyze System Outputs, Inputs and

Functions Prepare Project Proposal

Initiate Data Dictionary Identify Requirements by Phase
Review the Output Description Organize Plan Elements Using Network
Identify Data Elements Needed to Techniques

Produce Outputs Identify Critical Milestones
- Analyze Relationships Among Data Define Initial Life Cycle Cost

Elements (Development, Etc.)
Identify Input/Output Handling

Functions Conduct Design Review
Identify Input Validation Functions

Review with EDP Management and
Determine System Capability Technical Personnel

Requirements and Approaches Review Estimates and Preliminary
Plans

Specify General System Capability Get Authorization to Proceed
Requirements

Determine Approaches to Satisfy Administer RD&A Phase
Capability Requirements

List Advantages/Disadvantages for Prepare Work Authorizations
Each Approach Prepare Staff Reports

Prioritize Advantages and Prepare Schedule Status Reports
Disadvantages Analyze Resource Consumption Against

Indicate Costs/Benefits for Each Project Plan
Approach Process Change Requests

Consider all Approaches
Plan Preliminary Design Phase

Evaluate and Select System Approach
Prepare Phase Task List

Determine Parameters to Evaluate Structure Phase Work Flow
System Approach Develop Estimates for Tasks

Develop Evaluation Criteria Develop Task Schedules
Select Comparative Analysis Method
Compare Each Approach Plan Remainder of Project
Evaluate Comparison
Recommend System Approach Prepare Task List for Phases 3

Through 6
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Plan Remainder of Project_(Cont) Define Overall System Environment

Structure Work Flow for Phases 3
Through 6 Specify Protection and Control

Develop Estimates Requirements
Develop Schedules Establish System Naming Conventions
Update Project Plan

Describe Subsystems and Interface
Setup Phase Review Requirements

Prepare Review Material Identify Possible Subsystem Divisions
Distribute Review Material Describe Subsystem Divisions and
Arrange for Review Facilities Elements
Make Necessary Travel Arrangements List Each Subsystem's Input and

Output Data Items
Initiate Preliminary Design Phase Extend Data Dictionary to Non-Data

Base Elements
Review Project Objectives, Goals and Determine Best Source of Inputs for
Achievements Each Subsystem

Arrange for Staff Develop User Description of External
Secure Funding Authorization Data
Acquire Facilities and Materials
Brief Personnel Prepare Subsystem Preliminary
. Component Design

PHASE 2 - Preliminary Design

Identify Subfunctions within
This phase involves consideration alter- Components
natives, data base definition, develop- Define Input and Output Sets

, ment of implementation, test and Define Operational Sequences and
training plans. Specific candidate tasks Conditions
are as follows: Analyze and Verify Decomposition

Document Component Design
Develop Solutions Repeat Design Steps for Each

Component
Develop Computing Solution Examine Other Decompositions
Determine Evaluation Approach Allocate Processes Between Automatic
Prepare Narrative of Each Alternative and Manual/Operation Based on
Prepare Cost/Benefit Analysis for Selected Criteria

Each Alternative
Prepare Technical Evaluation for Each Identify Human Factors in Design
Alternative

Select Computing Solution Identify Man/Machine Interface(s)
Prepare Justification of Selection Identify Problem Areas in Manual

* Subsystems
Define Overall System Environment Identify Training Requirements for

Manual Subsystems
Specify Data Communication Analyze System for Human Utility

Requirements
Specify Data Base Requirements Develop Logical Data Base Design
Determine the Type of Processing

Required Define Purpose of Data
Specify Time Slots in which System Define Data Description

Will Operate Describe Data Content
Refine Data Dictionary
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Develop Logical Data Base Design Plan Detail Design Phase
(Cont)

Prepare Phase Task List
Identify Data Functional Structure Phase Work Flow
Relationships Develop Estimates for Tasks

Develop Data Security Specifications Develop Task Schedule
Identify Access Technique
Identify Data Volume Plan Remainder of Project

Specify Software, Hardware, Data Base Revise Task List
Management System (DBMS) and Refine Phase Work Flow
Language(s) Refine Task Estimates

Update Task Schedules
Specify System Software Update Iroject Plan
Specify Hardware Configuration
Specify DBMS Requirements Setup Phase Review
Specify Programming Language(s)

Requirements Prepare Review Material
* Distribute Review Materials
* Finalize Requirements and Prepare Arrange for Review Facilities

Design Document Make Necessary Travel Arrangements

Identify New or Modified Information Initiate Detail Design Phase
Complete Requirements Definition
Develop Conversion/Installation Plan Review Project Objectives, Goals and
Develop Resource Requirements Achievements
Develop Test Plan and Training Plan Arrange for Staff
Refine Cost/Benefit Analysis Secure Funding Authorization
Prepare Detail Estimates for Next Acquire Facilities and Materials

Phase Brief Staff
Refine Total Project Estimates
Prepare Certification Plan PHASE 3 - Detailed Design

Conduct Preliminary Design Review This provides detailed design of the
ground system software including flow

Review Alternatives Examined charts, acceptance test plans, detailed
Review Design and Data Base Approach data descriptions etc. Specific
Review Feasibility with Technical candidate tasks are:

Personnel
Review with Customer and Revise as Develop Human Procedures and

Required Interfaces
Get Authorization to Proceed

Analyze the Human Processes to the
Administer Preliminary Design Phase Detail Level

Document the Human Processes
Conduct Team Technical Reviews Develop List of Possible Human System
Conduct Reviews of Technical Process Failures
Release Work Authorizations Develop Failure Corrective Procedures
Prepare Staff Reports Design Form Layout and Content
Prepare Schedule Status Reports Design Printer Outruts
Analyze Resource Consumption Against Design Video Displays

Project Plan
Process Change Requests
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Design Data Base Verify System/Subsystem Design

Group Data Fields Verify Interface Definitions
Categorize Data Fields Verify Communication Structure and
Develop Record Layouts Flow
Examine Record Layouts for Redundancy Examine Module Boundary Definitions
Establish Friorities for Optimization Review System Layout Specifications
Perform File Structure Optimization
Specify Access Keys Specify Software Utilities and Common
Specify the User Interface and Routines
Procedures

List Utilities Required and Their
Design System/Subsystem Structure Specification

Obtain Required Utilities
Identify Subsystem Data Flow Examine Design for Common Routines
Decompose Data Flow Document Common Routines in a Catalog
Document Subsystem Structure

Develop System/Subsystem Test PlanDesign Subsystem Security Features
g SList the Specific Activities to Test

Document and Analyze Possible System the Subsystem
Failures Specify Expected Results and

Develop Audit Trail Specifications Evaluation Procedures
State Data Base and Data Specify Test Configuration

Reconstruction Requirements State Volume and Characteristics of
Develop Fallback and Recovery Test Data

Specifications Identify Testing Tools
Identify Internal Error Checks Produce Schedule"Covering all Test
Specify the Facility Security Cycles
Measures to be Used

Specify Hardware Failure Monitoring Develop Software Construction Plan
Programs

Specify Data Privacy Approach Identify Minimum Configuration
Specify Order of Construction

Develop Subsystem Hierarchial Determine Construction Schedule and
Component Design Resources

Identify Required Programming Aids
Identify Subprocesses Within Identify Required
Component Technical/Programming Skills

Define Input and Output Sets Update Installation Plan
Define Execution Sequences, Refine Resource Requirements

Conditions, and Outputs
Analyze and Verify Component Design Conduct Detail Design Review
Document Component Design
Document Component Test Plan Review Technical Merit of the Design
Perform Review of Component Design Personnel
Repeat Design Steps for Each Review the Design Cost and Schedule
Component Performance

Perform Component Design Optimization Review the Construction Plan
Define Module Boundaries Review with Client

Get Authorization to Proceed
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Plan Remainder of Project Perform Construction of Components(cont)
Complete Task List of Phases 4

Through 6 Document Component Integration Test
Complete Work Flow for Phases 4 Results

Through 6 Repeat Construction Steps for Each
Complete Estimates Component
Complete Schedule
Complete Project Plan Perform Final System Test

Setup Phase Review Perform Data Base Functional Test
Perform System Functional Test

Prepare Review Material Conduct Capacity Test
Distribute Review Material Demonstrate Production Reliability
Arrange for Review Facilities Test Fallback, Recovery, and
Make Necessary Travel Arrangements Reconstruction

Stress Test the System
Initiate Software Construction Phase Conduct System Preformance Test

Analyze and Document Test Results

Review Project Objectives, 
Goals, and

* Achievements Complete Program Technical Document
° Arrange for Project Staff

Secure Funding Authorization Determine Actual Storage Requirements
Acquire Facilities and Materials Produce Storage Maps
Brief Staff Include Listings and Results

Produce Cross References
PHASE 4 - Software Construction Include Performance Measurements

Describe Maintenance Factors
The objective of this phase is to devel-
op and test ground system computer pro- Complete Certification Test Cases
grams and prepare for certification. At
the completion of this phase all soft- Complete User and Computer Operations
ware modules will have been coded, inte- Documents
grated and tested. Specific tasks are:

Finalize User Document
Establish Support Libraries Finalize Computer Operations Document

Prepare Installation Document
Set Up Developmental Support Library
Set Up System Support Library Develop Training Materials
Set Up Test Data Support Library

Identify Training Objectives
Perform Construction of Components Identify Training Media

Prepare Course Objectives
Translate Component Design to Code Prepare Lesson Plans
Desk Check Component Source Code Develop Course Support Materials
Perform Review of Component Source Validate Training Materials

Code
Prepare Component Test Data Conduct Software Construction Review
Add Component Source Code and Test

Data to Library Review Project Implementation Plan
Conduct Component Test Results Prepare Project Report
Integrate and Test Component with Review the Construction Deliverables

System Review Design Deviations (if any)
Review Test Results
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Conduct Software Construction Review Conduct Validation Test Review
(Cont)

Review Test Results
Review with Client and Revise as Identify Test Action Items
Required Correct Deviations/Comply with Action
Get Authorization to Proceed Items

Document Response to Test Results
Administer Software Construction

Phase Perform Verification (Qualification)

Conduct Incremental Construction Finalize Verification Test Plan
Reviews Review and Approve Test Plan

Conduct Reviews of Technical Progress Perform Verification (Qualification)
Release Work Authorizations Test
Prepare Staff Reports
Prepare Schedule Status Reports Conduct Verification Test Review
Analyze Resource Consumption Against

Project Plan Review Test Results
Process Change Requests Identify Test Action Items
Pesolve Problem Reports Correct Deviations/Comply with Action

Itens
Setp Phase Review Document Response to Test Results

Prepare Review Material Perform Training Materials V&V
Distribute Review Material
Arrange for Review Facilities Finalize Test Plan
Make Necessary Travel Arrangements Review and Approve Test Plan

Perform Training Materials Test
Initiate Software Certification Phase

Conduct Training Materials V&V Review
Review Project Objectives, Goals, and

Achievements Review Te't Results
Alert Certification Committee Identify Test Action Items
Arrange for Independent Third Party Correct Deiiciencies/Comply with
Secure Funding Authorization Action Items
Acquire Test Facilities and Materials Document Rsponse to Triinlng
Brief Project and Test Personnel Materials resting
Complete Test Site Negotiations

Finalize Installation/Conversion Plan
PHASE 5 - Software Validation and

Verification (V&V) Review Project Development and
Problems

The objectives of this phase are to Prepare Plan ta Handle Problems
demonstrate the entire software system Prepare List of Available Resources
performance in accordance with its speci- Review Change Control Procedure(s)
fications. Specific tasks are: Revise Schedule of Pre-Conversion

Activities
Perform Validation Testing Revise Schedule of Pre-Installation

Activities
Finalize Test Plan and Procedures Complete Installation Schedule
Review and Approve Test Plan
Perform Validation Testing Conduct V&V Review (FACI. Etc.)
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Administer Software V&V Phase Install System

Conduct reviews Allocate Space for New System
Transmit Data Packages Install System
Complete or support Testing Perform Installation Demonstration

Requirements Tests
Release Work Authorizations
Prepare Staff Reports Certify System for Maintenance
Prepare Schedule Status Reports
Analyze Resource Consumption Against Develop Maintenance Plan

Project Plan Review System Deliverables
Implement Personnel Phase-Out Plan Install System Support Libraries

Set Up Phase Review Certify the System for Production

Prepare Review Materials Perform Acceptance Test
Distribute Review Material Perform Production Cycles
Resolve Problem Reports
Arrange for Review Facilities Obtain Final User Acceptance
Make Necessary Travel Arrangements

Review Installation Reports
Initiate Installation Phase Review Training Results

Review Production Documentation
Review Project Objectives, Goals, Review System Maintenance Procedures
and Achievements Turn System Over to User

Arrange for Installation Team
Secure Funding Authorization Administer Installation Phase
Arrange Facilities and Materials
Brief Installation Team Conduct Reviews

Conduct Reviews of Installation
PHASE 6 - Installation/Delivery Progress

Release Work Authorizations
This phase provides for delivery and in- Prepare Staff Reports
stallation of the ground system software Prepare Schedule Status Reports
at the using command's installation and Analyze Resource Consumption Against
initiation of user performed maintenance Project Plan
activities. Specific tasks are: Ensure Development of Maintenance

Plans
Conduct User Orientation on System Identify Maintenance Team Personnel

Conduct High-Level Introduction Set Up Phase Review

Discuss Conversion
Discuss Installation Prppare Review Material
Formalize Communication Procedures Distribute Review Material
Answer Questions Arrange for Review Facilities

Make Necessary Travel Arrangements
Train User and Support Functions Arrange for Formal Turnover of

Installed System
Train User Finalize Project File
Train Production Operators
Train Maintenance Team Initiate Maintenance

Finalize Maintenance Plan
Identify Maintenance Personnel
Finalize System Deliverables
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APPENDIX C: INTEGRATED MANAGEMENT SYSTEM (IMS)

1.0 CONTRACTOR ORGANIZATION AND WORK have work content that is clearly distin-
BREAKDOWN STRUCTURE (WBS) guished from all other work packages,

have scheduled start and completion mile-
Each major contract normally becomes a stone dates, and have a budget expressed
contractor's uniquely identified pro- normally in dollars or manhours. Cost ac-
gram. The program has its own staff counts can also be subdivided Into
whose sole purpose is that program. The level-of-effort (LOE) and apportioned
program receives direct support from the effort. LOE is effort of a general or
functional organizations within the con- supportive nature, such as engineering
tractor's company (engineering, manufac- liaison, which does not produce definite
turing, materiel, quality control, end products or results that are dis-
finance, facilities, and industrial rela- cretely measurable. LOE activity is seg-
tions). The program may also receive sup- regated from work package effort, except
port from other of the company's for minor amounts, to avoid distorting
divisions and outside subcontractors. measurable work packages. Apportioned ef-
The contract, which drives the program, fort is effort, such as quality control,
contains the system specifications, the that by itself is not readily divisable
statement of work, the Contract Data into short-span work packages, but which
Requirements List (CDRL) and the WBS. is related in direct proportion to mea-
The WBS is the basis for all IMS data surable effort, such as manufacturing
structuring and is the basis planning labor. The calculation of earned value
tool, data base, cost/accumulation/ for a cost account and its subdivisions
accounting base, and schedule base. It is covered later in the analysis area.
takes the end product and breaks it down
into nearly the smallest system The program's Contracts organization
components. maintains control through the program

manager of all work to be done via a
From the WBS and the functional organiza- work authorization. This authorization
tions (plus subcontractors) come two gives authority to functional organiza-
further breakdowns: the Contract Respon- tions to proceed with work based on USAF
sibility Matrix (CRM) and the Cost authorizing action. Each functional
Account. The CRM (See Figure C-i) as- organization then issues its own partic-

- signs each of the WBS levels (e.g. en- ular lower-level authorization, after
gine fan) to one or more functional identifying cost account statements of

' organizations/subcontractors, indicating work and their related schedules and
responsibility but rarely a cost ac- budget authorized by the contract.
count. The cost account (See Figure C-2)
is the assignment of lower level WBS ele- 2.0 SCHEDULING AND BUDGETING
ments to responsible lower level func-
tional managers. This is where task Scheduling, or planning, involving the
definition of WBS, scheduling, budget- use of milestones or completed schedule
ing, work authorization, cost accumula- phases, normally consists of at least
tion, earned value, and future data are four levels of schedules. Tiers I and II
integrated; where variance analysis is are program management schedules. Tier I
performed, and where authority and re- is the master schedule containing only
sponsibility for control and corrective major milestones of the total program.
action of cost/schedule management Tier I] contains all significant WBS
exists. Every cost account is subdivided milestones to accomplish each WBS task
into work packages. Work packages are and aids the program manager in running
basic building blocks, the lowest level the program. Tiers III and lower are
of work identified, that are normally of operating schedules. Tier III is ori-
rather short duration. Work packages ented to the functional organization and
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major WBS elements including major mile- Costs are accumulated as either direct
stones. Tier IV and lower schedules are or indirect. Direct costs can be di-
oriented to cost accounts and the appli- rectly related to work accomplished and/
cable work packages (see Figure C-2). or material used. These costs can be mea-
The lower the tier schedule, normally sured at the time they occur. Indirect
the shorter the length of the work costs cannot be consistantly or economi-
involved. cally identified directly with specific

contracts. Indirect costs, or overhead
Budgeting starts with the contract bud- burden, are allocated to contracts on an
get base, normally a lump sum value, AFPRO negotiated functional rate or per-
which is the total authorized contract centage basis.
budget; which also includes overhead, un-
distributed budget (budget not yet dis- 4.0 ANALYSIS
tributed to a cost account), management
reserve (budget assigned to a program Analysis is the link that makes IMS a
and/or functional manager for unplanned management tool rather than just another
work contingencies and motivation for reporting system. This implies that ac-
underrunning costs), and authorized but tion must be taken to make analysis work
not yet negotiated changes. The budget for management. Some USAF officers be-
is allocated in accordance with. the con- lieve that the contractors' use of a
tract by the program manager, to the C/SCSC system will find and correct prob-
functional manager and then to the cost lem areas before they occur. C/SCSC can
account managers. do this only to the extent that these

problem areas are found and analyzed dur-
Changes to the program contractual sched- ing the course of daily operations.
ule and/or budget require the approval Monthly analysis will document the prob-
of the program manager and/or functional lem areas quantitiatively for use by
manager and/or the USAF procuring acti- upper management and government report-
vity. The application of budget values ing. There can be no perfect total anal-
to schedules provides a common measuring ysis unless computer runs of performance
tool for both cost and schedule perfor- measurement are accomplished daily,
mance. This, in addition to not only the which, due to the amount of input/out-
variances from planned cost and schedule put, is virtually impossible.
but also the revised future data as of
the latest monthly figuring, provides The areas of performance measurement,
the primary outputs of the reports earned value determination, cost/sched-
listed in Section 6. ule indices calculations, cost/schedule

at-completion variance calculation, and
3.0 ACCOUNTING variance analysis are major parts of

analysis, the crux of the feedback loop
Accounting in this area is merely a for managerial action. Being the crux
means of identifying and accumulating di- and also the main ingredient of the re-
rect or indirect costs via both the WBS ports covered in Section 6, there is no
sort (as used by most SPOs) and the con- way to cut short the discussion of anal-
tractor's organization sort. The IMS ysis or the understanding thereof.
uses work orders that will associate all
costs with a particular contract and Performance measurement consists of the
related WBS items. Therefore the work determination of earned value, the
order allows for sorting and reporting computation of the cost and schedule
cost data by WBS. The work order is part indices and the computation of cost,
of the accounting charge number that schedule, and at-completion variances.
also identifies organization data which Performance measurement should be com-
results in also providing functionally pletely objective, and provides the
oriented reporting. basis for variance analysis, which is
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the interpretation of the data for pos- 2-3 months Variant First month's
sible initiation of corrective action, between Milestones BCWS earned as
Budgeted cost of the work scheduled milestones work sta-ts.
(BCWS) is the indicator of planned pro- Final m h's
gress, the baseline plan for performance BCWS earned when
measurement, and the time-phased and work package is
work-phased budget, i.e., the budget is completed.
phased with the measuring schedule and Interim month's
milestones. Budgeted cost of work per- BCWS earned when
formed (BCWP) is the indicator of actual milestones are
progress, the "earned value", i.e., the completed, or in
BCWS for milestones that have been accom- isolated months,
plished or are in the process of being when meaningful
accomplished. The earned value concept milestones are
is central to the cost/schedule integra- not feasible,
tion process, being the technique of BCWS earned
applying BCWS or "budget" to a time- because work
phased work plan or schedule to provide package is still
a quantified baseline against which to in progress.
measure work performance. As work is
accomplished the pre-assigned BCWS for 50% rule Earn 50% of work
that work is considered earned (BCWP). package BCWS

rwhen work
In IMS at the cost account level, or in starts; balance
certain cases at the lower work package when completed.
level, there are five techniques for mea-
suring earned value, based on the length No Level-of- BCWS earned by
of time between milestones. Cost ac- Limitation Effort passage of time
counts can be subdivided into measured (LOE) after a certain
(work packages) work, LOE, and appor- related task is
tioned work. In the case of the variant reported as
milestone, apportioned and LOE tech- started.
niques, value is also earned at the end
of each month for completed portions of Appor- BCWS earned in
work in process. Measurable work is mea- tioned direct
sured at the work package level and sum- relationship to
rarized at the cost account level. LOE earning of
and apportioned work is normally mea- related effort
sured at the cost account level. Minor on which based.
amounts of LOE may be mixed with mea-
sured work within a cost account, but Figure C-3 graphically portrays the BCWP L
not within a work package. The method (earned value) determination process us- 9
must be determined and documented prior ing one of the techniques (the Variant
to starting work, and normally cannot Milestone method). As seen near the bot- V
change when work commences. tom of the chart, just above the tabular

data, it consists of one cost account
Usual time Calculation made up of a number of completed and
span Technique Method near-term work packages and a planning

package. The planning package is a fu-
1 month or 100% rule Earn BCWS when ture work package not yet scheduled and

t less work package is budgeted in detail. The section just
completed. above these indicators shows a typical

Tier IV or lower schedule. Each numbered
bar is a work package. The milestones
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are discretely identified by an alpha agerial performances. The cost (or
designator following the work package value) index is determined by dividing
number for ease in reference in schedule the cum BCWP by the cum ACWP. A cost
status reports, etc. The numbers under index greater than 1.0 indicates favor-
the work packages are the BCWS by month able performance; less than 1.0 unfavor-
expressed in manmonths, as planned by able performance. Since these indices
cost account managers. The sum of the are based on manloaded schedules, they
manmonths for all work packages in work depict more than favorable/unfavorable
during a given month equals the current cost performance. An index greater than
BCWS in the tabular data below. This sum- 1.0 indicates a favorable cost perfor-
mary BCWS line must equal the cost ac- mance was accompanied by favorable sched-
count budget line. In the upper chart, ule performance. An index less than 1.0
the total budget is time-phased as shown conversely indicates the real cost im-
in the ascending horizontal dotted line. pact of being behind schedule. The sched-

ule index is determined by dividing the
In this example, you can see that the cum BCWP by the cum BCWS. A schedule
variant milestone method is a form of index greater than 1.0 indicates an
exception reporting. In this method only ahead of schedule condition; less than
the variant milestones, i.e., those com- 1.0 behind schedule. But it again tells
pleted ahead or behind schedule, are con- more because the schedule variances are
sidered, and the corresponding values quantified. Cost variance is calculated

, are added to or subtracted from the cum by subtracting ACWP from BCWP. Schedule
BCWS. Milestone values are derived from variance is calculated by subtracting
the BCWS. The BCWS value for a given BCWS from BCWP.
month and a given work package is di-
vided by the number of measuring mile- Figure C-4 portrays cost/schedule at-com-
stones within that work package and pletion variance calculation. Management
month to determine the milestone values. Estimate at Completion (MEAC), or what
For example, in Figure C-3, milestone 4A was earlier referred to as future data,
was still incomplete at "Time Now." is now supplied by each cost account
Therefore, no BCWP is earned for that manager, taking into account past perfor-
work package in April. So the 5.6 man- mance and anticipated actions coordi-
months are subtracted from the 50.8 cum nated through the program and functional
BCWS planned for this cost account, giv- managers. (See Figure C-5). The at-com-
ing a BCWP of 45.2 manmonths. pletion variance is calculated by sub-

tracting MEAC from the total budget.
Should there not be a milestone in a Whereas the cost/schedule indices are in-
given month, e.g., April for work pack- dicators of performance progress, cost/

* age 3, and all previous milestones are schedule/at-completion variances empha-
completed, the BCWP is earned since the size the degree of variance; and when
work is still in progress. the variances exceed predetermined

thresholds, they become the basis for
Figure C-3 also portrays the cost/sched- variance analysis. The system must not
ule indices calculation process. The suppress variances. Lack of systems dis-
ACWP (actuals) data is now required. cipline only results in delaying visi-
BCWP (earned value) is useful only when bility of cost/schedule problems which
compared with ACWP or BCWS (budget). will ultimately surface in another way.
This is accomplished by means of cost/ These variances are not always a result
schedule indices and cost/schedule vari- of performance. They may result from
ances (see Figure C-4) which puts both estimating errors, economic factors,
cost and schedule performance on a mathe- etc.
matical basis, permitting ready analy-
sis, trend evaluation, initiation of Analysis is a continual process: daily,
remedial action, and assessment of man- weekly, and monthly, as shown in the
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chart. Daily, work is performed against 5.0 REVISIONS/ACCESS TO DATA
a schedule and evaluated. Weekly, cost
and schedule reports are evaluated. Contract revisions are two types:
Monthly, the whole range of performance contractual and noncontractual changes.
measurement indicators are available as The program contracts organization acts
well as the traditional cost and sched- with the program manager in handling the
ule reports. At each level, corrective contractual changes. This type of change
action is initiated as required. is often an Engineering Change Proposal

which can impact the contract and many
Contractual variance analysis (See aspects of the IMS. The contractor, on
Figure C-6) thresholds are jointly estab- receiving or initiating a change pro-
lished by the customer and contractor posal, conducts a program change board
programs based on the criticality of review for consolidating the technica'
tasks, customer requirements and farnil- and cost proposals. After receipt of AF
iarity with the nature of the program approval for the change, a new or re-
tasks involved. These thresholds are nor- vised work authorization is released
mally in the form of a percentage and a accompanied by interim budgets and sched-
unit value at the WBS reporting level. ules. Firm budgets and schedules are
For example, the negotiated contract released subsequent to AF/contractor ne-
cost variance thresholds could be 10% gotiations of the change. Noncontractual
and $100K. Thus, if the cum cost vari- changes may be due to cost, schedule, or
ances exceeds both the 10% and $100K technical problems that would directly
criteria, at the customer specified re- impact the final product. The contractor
porting level, a Problem Analysis Report here must keep good documentation to
(PAR) must be submitted with the Cost show that the change is needed for sched-
Performance Report (CPR) as covered in ule and/or cost effectiveness. The key
Section 6. The program manager may set is to keep the customer informed and get
internal thresholds at the cost account his approval for the change, if it is
level at a reduced dollar level, e.g., needed.
10% and $IOK. Cost accounts with cum
variances exceeding this threshold would The DOD contracting officer or his ap-
require the preparation of a Variance pointed representative according to
Analysis Report (VAR). The internal VARs C/SCSC criteria, must be afforded access
for a given WBS become the basis for the to cost/schedule data. This data in-
PAR, if required. cludes the supporting data to the

reports in Section 6. This supporting
In most cases, problems causing signifi- data should be requested only on an
cant variances are already known to pro- exception basis to isolate specific
gram management from other sources, and problems.
corrective action may already have been
initiated. The VAR must, however, depict
the projected cost impact of the pro-
blem. Large numbers of small unfavorable
variances could add up to a major pro-
blem, requiring top level management at-
tention. A review of variance analyses,
and particularly trends, provides the
manager a basis for making decisions,
and initiating corrective action.
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